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ABSTRACT

NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTAL CARBON NANOTUBE COMPOSITE MATERIALS FOR DESIGNING RF SWITCHING DEVICES

Jeffrey Josse
Marquette University, 2021

Radio frequency microelectromechanical systems (RF MEMS) devices are microdevices used to switch or modify signals from the RF to millimeter wave (mmWave) frequency range. Liquid crystals (LCs) are widely used as electro-optic modulators for display devices. An electric field-induced electrical conductivity modulation of pure LC media is quite low which makes it difficult to use for RF MEMS switching applications. Currently, RF MEMS devices are characterized as an excellent option between solid-state and electromechanical RF switches to provide high isolation, low insertion loss, low power usage, excellent return loss, and large frequency band. However, commercial usage is low due to their lower switching speed, reliability, and repeatability.

This research presents an electrical conductivity enhancement through the use of carbon nanotube (CNT) doping of LCs to realize a high-performance RF LC-CNT switching device. This thesis presents simulations of an RF switch using a coplanar waveguide (CPW) with a LC-CNT composite called 4-Cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl multi-walled nanotube (5CB-MWNT) that is suitable for RF applications. The electrical conductivity modulation and RF switch performance of the 5CB-MWNT composite is determined using Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The simulations will present data on the coplanar waveguide’s s-parameters at the input and output ports $S_{11}$ and $S_{21}$ to measure return and insertion loss respectively, two key parameters for determining any RF switch’s performance.

Furthermore, this thesis presents applications for improving tunable phased antenna arrays using the LC-CNT composite to allow for beam steering with high-gain and directivity to provide a broad 3D scannable coverage of an area. Tunable antennas are an important characteristic for 5G applications to achieve an optimal telecommunication system to prevent overcrowding of antennas and reduce overall system costs. This research investigates various device geometries with 5CB-MWNT to realize the best performing RF device for RF applications and 5G telecommunication systems.

This research presents return and insertion loss data for three coplanar waveguide device configurations. The best results are shown using the standard CPW configuration. The return loss for the LC-CNT device showed a 5 dB improvement from -7.5 dB to -12.5 dB when using the LC-CNT signal line device. The insertion loss for this configuration showed a much more consistent 0 to -0.3 dB insertion loss value with much less noise when using the LC-CNT device compared to the -0.3 to -1 dB insertion loss value with heavy noise when using the Au signal line device. The other two configurations return and insertion loss showed no loss in performance when using the LC-CNT switching mechanism. This is ideal due to the benefits that the LC-CNT switching mechanism provides like device reliability and increased switching speeds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have a wide variety of high frequency applications with their ability to produce radio frequency (RF) electronic devices ranging from high frequency (HF) to ultra-high frequencies (UHF) [1]. An RF switch is a device that is able to route HF and UHF (tens of MHz to tens of GHz) through transmission lines. RF switches are used commonly in wireless telecommunication system technology namely with cellular and satellite communications. With this comes a need for RF switches to have most importantly, low insertion loss, high switching speed, and good reversibility. To achieve these device parameters a material needs to be investigated that shows a sharp change in resistivity in response to an external stimuli to realize this type of high-performance RF switch [2]. Liquid crystals (LCs) are a kind of adaptive optics commonly used in various electro-optical, imaging and display technologies due to their tunability.

In this research, the conductivity modulation of LC-CNT composites is used in RF switching applications. An application that is investigated in this research is a power and cost-efficient steerable LC-based phased array for 5G telecommunication systems. This is done using a coplanar waveguide (CPW) device that can provide us with UHF responses, we can ensure that there are no parasitic discontinuities in the ground plane [3]. With a CPW we can use a LC-CNT composite as the switching mechanism in order to achieve a high-speed switching response with high isolation in the UHF range where 5G frequency bands operate.

A second similar application with a RF LC-CNT switching device would be satellite communication in aerospace engineering. The goal of an RF switch is optimizing the communication functionality by reliably routing RF signals. Additionally, aerospace-based
communications have a need for tunable antennas that would be able to support multiple frequency bands and bandwidths. Tunable antennas are achievable through creating an omni-directional antenna, where RF switches are the essential building blocks for these tunable arrays [4].

The following chapter will discuss the background of liquid crystals, along with existing theory, design, and background on RF Switches, Coplanar Waveguides, and tunable antennas or arrays. It will also provide the background information necessary to design and simulate an RF switching device using a LC-CNT composite as the switching mechanism that can achieve the desired applications. Chapter 3 will briefly discuss the fabrication process behind the proposed device via MEMS fabrication processes, material selection criteria and theory, micromachining process steps, and common RF switches. Chapter 4 will discuss the design and simulation that will be done via the finite element method (FEM) through a software called HFWORKS a simulation addon inside SOLIDWORKS that enables 3D field simulation for RF, microwave, and wireless applications. It also allows for antenna calculation along with tuning elements, and waveguides. Chapter 5 includes simulation procedure, design calculations and results. The procedures behind the actual device and collected data will be discussed in detail here. Lastly, in Chapter 6, the summary and conclusion will discuss possible modified design proposals and compare with our and others’ existing designs.
II. BACKGROUND

This chapter offers background information about liquid crystals and nanoparticle composites and their properties. RF switch and coplanar waveguide theory, material, and design are discussed. With this in mind, a brief overview of RF applications with 5G technology and telecommunication systems will also be discussed. MEMS fabrication processes along with material selection are discussed. Then finally, common MEMS fabrication techniques used for microelectronics such as photolithography, deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) and bonding/packaging will be discussed briefly.

2.1 Liquid Crystals

Liquid crystal is an intermediate phase that is between isotropic structure liquid and crystal structure solid, and is distinct from the solid, liquid, or gas state of matter. This intermediate phase of LCs is also called a mesophase (Figure 1) [5]. Liquid crystals can flow like a liquid; however, its molecules can be aligned in a crystal lattice-like structure.

![States of matter in molecular form – with liquid crystals as an intermediate phase between solids and liquids by order of increasing temperature](image)

Figure 1. States of matter in molecular form – with liquid crystals as an intermediate phase between solids and liquids by order of increasing temperature [5].
Within LCs naturally occurring mesophase there are many different types of distinct LC phases that are determined by the various electro-optic properties the LCs offer. These electro-optic properties are why LCs can be used in devices that use liquid crystal displays (LCDs) (Figure 2) [6]. These also have a wide variety of temperature applications based on these distinct LC phases such as thermometers, semiconductor analysis, and tunable lenses for adaptive optics [7]. These distinct LC phases come from how the LC molecules are able to be oriented in various directions.

LC material is not always in its naturally occurring mesophase just as water can be ice or water vapor. Naturally, LCs have anisotropic geometry and have a common rod or disc like shape. Rod shaped LC molecules have anisotropic geometry which allows for preferential alignment in a desired direction [8]. LC molecules in a group can have either isotropic or anisotropic orientations which is also known as the nematic LC phase. This molecule orientation one of the most defining features of an LC molecule - its ability to exhibit different magnetic, electrical, and optical properties based on its orientation.
2.1.1 Liquid Crystal Phases

The nematic LC phase is one of the most common and important LC phases. In this phase the LCs ‘self-align’ anisotropically but with no positional order along the horizontal axis of the molecule’s. During this nematic phase the LCs molecules are free to move while each molecules center of mass is randomly distributed along the vertical axis in no particular layer, similar to a liquid but retaining the anisotropic orientation (Figure 3) [9].
Figure 3. State of matter phase for LCs: (a) Liquid phase molecules orientation; (b) LCs nematic phase orientation – long axes of LC molecules aligned, but the ends are not aligned [9].

In this nematic phase molecules have fluidity similar to isotropic molecules in a liquid, however comparatively the LCs can easily be reoriented by an external magnetic or electric field unlike the isotropic liquid. When this reorientation occurs, aligned nematic molecules gain the optical properties of uniaxial crystals – a transparent crystalline material where the refractive index of the optic axis is different from the other two crystal axes which is what makes LCs very useful in devices with liquid-crystal displays (LCD) [10-12]. Due to LCs unique electrical and physical properties they are widely used in scientific and technical applications, where most of the research is focused on the electro-optic (EO) properties. The reason behind their wide usage is due to EO properties being associated with the orientation or ‘switching’ of LC molecules in an electric field which can be affected by external stimuli. This ‘switching’ does not require light to be emitted and only redirects the passing of light through the electrodes and polarizers. In turn this makes EO switches extremely useful for non-display type applications, such as tunable color filters, tunable lenses, optical computing, and most importantly telecommunication for steerable antennas and antenna arrays [7].
Another common and arguably more important LC phase used for their EO effect is the chiral or twisted nematic phase also known as the cholesteric or smectic C phase (Figure 4) [13,14]. The twisted nematic phase displays chirality (handedness). In this phase there is a twisting of the molecules perpendicular to the rod shape molecules original horizontal axis. The molecules have positional ordering in a layered structure as is the same with other smectic phases. In the twisted nematic phase, the LC molecules are all tilted by a finite angle in respect to the axis parallel to the original horizontal axis in what is known as the chiral pitch. The chiral pitch is the distance ‘p’ (figure(4c)) in which the LC molecules go through a complete 360° twist, however the structure of a chiral nematic phase repeats every half pitch (figure(4c)). The pitch increases or decreases typically with temperature or the addition of a dopant when various molecules are added to the original LC structure [15]. This means an achiral (non-handedness) LC system may form the chiral nematic phase if properly doped with a chiral material. This doping will cause these systems to produce unique optical properties. When these achiral nematic phase LC systems are doped with chiral molecules (twist agents), the LC molecules adopt the helical orientation known as the chiral nematic (N*) phase which are the most commonly researched and scientifically used technologies of LCs [11].

Figure 4. Diagram of molecule orientation in chiral LC phases: (a) Chiral Nematic phase; (b) Smectic C* (chiral) phase; (c) Chiral nematic phase showing chiral pitch [13,14].
2.1.2 Liquid Crystal Composites

It is very possible for chiral LC composites to create what are essentially achiral mesophases, dependent on the range of concentrations and molecular weights used. It has been observed that there is a formation of chiral mesophases from achiral LC molecules. In any given LC sample the various domains will have opposite handedness (achiral ordering). It is observed that within these domains the LC molecules have strong chiral ordering and have shown that the molecules stack and orient themselves in layers [16]. Another way to control chirality is to incorporate a chiral dopant which is where the ‘twisted’ nematic phase is born. These twisted nematic mixtures often contain a small amount of any given chiral dopant.

LCs find use in LCDs that rely on the various optical properties of LC molecules in the presence or absence of an electric field. The alignment of LCs is chosen so that its natural state (relaxed phase) is a twisted one known as the twisted nematic field effect. The twisted nematic field effect is the precise controlled realignment of liquid crystal molecules between various ordered molecular arrangements, while under the influence of an applied electric field (Figure 5) [12,17,18]. Twisted nematics (TN) panels became an important technology using LCs due to their low power consumption, and low operating voltages. The advantages of using TN are fast response times, and wide temperature ranges. Because of these advantages, new classes of liquid crystal materials were developed to keep up with the development and usage of TN into current capabilities we use and see every day [17,19].
Figure 5. Enlarged view of a TN liquid crystal cell denoting: (a) OFF state; (b) ON state with applied electric field [18].

Various LC composites were investigated during this research to realize a high-performance RF switch by altering the electro-optic effects of liquid crystals. The main LC composite investigated in this research was the LC-CNT composite. Research has been aimed at altering the properties of LCs to improve EO effects for telecommunication in recent years by means of doping the LC matrix. Modifying the physical properties of LCs by introducing suitable nanomaterials into the LC host matrix may allow for improved device performance and lifetime, faster switching speeds, and better reversibility [7]. The goal of a LC-CNT composite is to reduce the threshold voltage, enhance the electrical conductivity and elastic constants. Completing any of the above goals will improve RF device performance when using an LC-CNT composite. It is shown that multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) introduced into a LC matrix decreases the orientational order time (increase in switching speed), increases electrical conductivity, and lowers the threshold voltage [20]. However, nematic liquid crystal (NLC) composites are also
known to show irreversibility at high concentrations. This irreversibility is called the electro-optic memory effect – an effect caused by the incomplete relaxation of LC molecules back to their initial off state after the electric field is removed. This effect can persist for more than a month compared to a pure LC matrix [7,20,21]. This effect is to be considered when applying an electric field to LC molecules to reorient them as desired.

Parallel alignment of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) or MWCNT can be achieved by dispersion of nanotubes into a self-orientating anisotropic fluid, such as NLC. By using this reorientation of liquid crystals, the nanotube’s alignment can be controlled by an applied external electric field. By using SWCNT or MWCNT we can verify this reorientation behavior for two geometrically complementary systems. In turn this reorientation behavior using SWCNT or MWCNT demonstrates an electrically controlled CNT ON and OFF switch [22].

As seen in figure 6 the electro-optical cell configuration with two electrodes where the electric field is applied there is a ‘brightening’ of these areas after the electric field is introduced in picture 3 of the two electrodes. This suggests that the cell to some extent memorizes the optical state that was created with the electric field in picture 2 of the electrodes, showing that this sample exhibits the effect of electro-optical memory [20].
Figure 6. Optical transmittance $T$ vs applied voltage $U(V)$ in 5CB/MWCNT cell with $C=0.05$ wt.%. The solid/dotted line denote the 60V ramp up and down respectively. The cell is shown before voltage is applied (1), 30V (2), and after voltage is off 0V (3) [20].

The electro-optical memory effect is much stronger at higher concentrations of SWCNT and MWCNT. The effectiveness of electro-optical memory sharply increases with an increase in concentration of the sample and reaches maximum effectiveness at $C \approx 0.05$ wt. % and gradually decreases to zero with a further increase of CNT concentration with a sharp decline in electrical conductivity as well (figure 7) [20]. This development is important to note as the material parameters used for this work were defined based on a LC-CNT composite with ‘C’ greater than threshold in figure 6 and in figure 7 below. Using a LC+MWNT composite with greater than $0.05$ wt. % is when the effectiveness of the memory effect has decreased drastically.
Figure 7. Electro-optical memory efficiency $M$ and electric conductivity $\sigma$ vs concentration of MWCNT $C$. Pure EBBA LC sample (dotted line) and EBBA/MWCNT sample (solid line). The photos show the aggregates of MWCNT at different $C$ [20].

The electro-optic memory efficiency strongly depends on the history of a system, operating voltages, and how long the system was exposed to the electric field, $t$. Voltages that exceed the threshold voltage of switching $V_{th}$ led to a stronger electro-optic memory, however, at low voltages $M \approx 0$ even when the electric field has been active for a long time (greater than 5 minutes). When the applied voltage $V > V_{th}$ the efficiency $M$ increases as a function of saturation time $t$. This effect is exponential, as the higher the voltage applied the faster the saturation time is reached. The saturation value of $M$ is approximately the same for $V > V_{th}$ [21,23]. Similar to concentration amount of the sample the applied voltage has a great effect on the effectiveness of the electro-optical memory effect. So, the amount of applied voltage was also taken into consideration for the simulations in this work.
To reduce or remove the electro-optic memory effect in this process there are several options. One; drastically lower the concentration of the pure LC media which leads to low conductivity. Two; applying a mechanical stress to the cell. Three; heating the cell above the temperature of the isotropic-nematic transition (OFF state) and subsequently cooling the cells to their nematic state. Four; applying a very high electric field $V > V_{th}$ voltage at a low frequency ($f < 1 \text{ Hz}$) [20,23].

Aside from reversibility and switching speed another point of interest is increasing the electrical conductivity of switching with LC-CNT done by electric field induced conductivity modulation. Pure LC is a dielectric material, meaning that an LC system will act as a capacitor. When an electric field is applied to an LC system there is only a displacement current – not an electric current of moving charges, but a time-varying electric field defined by the following formula:

$$D = \varepsilon_0 E + P$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Equation (1) defines the electric displacement field $D$ is defined where $\varepsilon_0$, is the permittivity of free space, then $E$, is the electric field intensity, and $P$, is the polarization of the medium. Differentiating equation (1) with respect to time defines the displacement current quantity, $\frac{\partial D}{\partial t}$, which has two components in a dielectric:

$$J_D = \varepsilon_0 \frac{\partial E}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial P}{\partial t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$D = \varepsilon E, \varepsilon = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In equation (2) for displacement current density, $J_D$, the first term $\varepsilon_0 \frac{\partial E}{\partial t}$ is shown in material and in free space mediums. It doesn’t necessarily come from any actual movement of charges, but has an associated magnetic field, just as a current does due to charge motion.
Some works have applied ‘displacement current’ to just this first term. The second term $\frac{\partial P}{\partial t}$ comes from the change in polarization of the individual molecules of the dielectric material (LCs). This polarization occurs under the influence of an applied electric field when the charges in molecules have moved and the positive/negative charges in molecules separate. In the case of a simple dielectric material equation (3) holds true [24-26].

With the above equations and theory, the electrical conductance and capacitance of LC molecules can be modeled for high-voltage and low-voltage regions using the following equation:

$$C = \omega C_0 \varepsilon'_\parallel, \quad G = \omega C_0 \varepsilon''_\parallel, \quad \gamma = \begin{cases} \perp & \text{for } V < V_{th} \\ \parallel & \text{for } V \gg V_{th} \end{cases} \quad (4)$$

Here $C_0 = \varepsilon_0 A/d$ describes the capacitance where $A$ is the area of the electrodes and $d$ is the distance between those electrodes, $\omega = 2\pi f$ is angular frequency – whereas the frequency increases the current flowing through the capacitor increases commonly called capacitive reactance, and $\varepsilon'$ and $\varepsilon''$ are the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant respectively [27,28]. The dielectric constant of a liquid crystal is shown as:

$$E = \varepsilon_\perp \cos^2 \theta + \varepsilon_\parallel \sin^2 \theta \quad (5)$$

In equation (4) It is shown that for voltages $V \ll V_{th}$ the dielectric constant of the cell is equal to the $\varepsilon_\perp$ term as the LC director. The LC director is defined by the rod-shaped LC molecules with long axes that are aligned approximately to each other. A dimensionless unit vector $n$ called the director is introduced to denote the preferred direction of orientation of LC molecules in a system at any given time [29]. For voltages $V \gg V_{th}$ the dielectric constant of the cell is equal to $\varepsilon_\parallel$ where the LC director is then aligned parallel to the direction of the electric field creating the ON state for devices and switches [28,30].
Pure LC materials act as intrinsic semiconductors because there is no free charge carrier or conductive path between electrodes, which means the electrical conductivity modulation from external stimuli (i.e., temperature, and electric or magnetic field) is naturally very low. Undoped LCs therefore have a less desirable use for RF switching applications. The solution is to add a nanoparticle to the LC system to increase the resistivity ratio for switching [30,31].

To increase electrical conductivity, nanoparticle dopants can be added to create an extrinsic semiconductor. What makes extrinsic semiconductors in MEMS sensors so valuable in electronics and various device applications is that their high electrical conductivity can be continuously varied through the controlled addition of dopant atoms into the crystal lattice structure. This process is what allows the silicon device to be used to control electrical current in electronic devices controlling the OFF and ON states – namely switches [31]. In figure 8 we can see a list of elements that commonly create extrinsic semiconductors, one element of importance to note in this research is carbon:

![Figure 8. The most common n and p-type dopants used to create extrinsic semiconductors [31].](image-url)
Through doping pure LCs that have naturally low electrical conductivity, a two to four order magnitude increase in electrical conductivity can be realized [28,30]. In an electric field, LC molecules orient themselves based on the voltage applied. During this orientation LC molecules can orient guest molecules with them through elastic potential energy interaction – when molecules begin twisting due to external stimuli, they start a ‘rubber band’ effect. Once that stimulus is removed, they return to their original position [30,32]. CNTs can alter the chemical and physical properties of the LC matrix changing its transition temperature, threshold voltage, dispersion quality, etc. These chemical and physical property alterations can lead to faster electro-optic responses by altering the dielectric anisotropy and changing the orientation of the LC systems nematic director. External stimuli like electrical, magnetic, thermal, and optical excitations interact directly with LC molecules and LC molecules elastically interact with nanoparticles, meaning there is no change in the nanoparticle properties themselves [30,32-36]. This is best as we do not want to alter the already ideal properties of the nanoparticles themselves.

When the concentration of a LC-CNT mixture reaches the percolation threshold the electrical conductivity increases by 2 to 4 orders of magnitude or higher (figure 9). The percolation threshold is when, during a mixture between a dielectric component and metallic (nanoparticle) component, the dielectric constant and conductivity of the mixture show a critical behavior. This percolation threshold transition creates a continuous path of conduction creating a very efficient extrinsic semiconductor [37-40].
Figure 9. Electrical conductivity $\sigma$ versus concentration of CNT mixture C wt.% for LC-MWCNT composite [39].

It is also shown that the electrical conductivity is affected by the temperature of the LC-CNT mixture as shown in figure 10 [39]. When the temperature increases so does the electrical conductivity, and vise versa. Ideally, you cannot increase or decrease the temperature too much because outside of the temperature range shown in figure 10, the LC molecules will begin to liquify or solidify respectively.

Figure 10. Electrical conductivity $\sigma$ versus temperature of CNT mixture T measured based on heating (→) and cooling (←) of LC-MWCNT mixture [39]
If you superimpose any given mixtures heating and cooling phases, the hysteresis behavior is observed. It is seen that as the mixture concentration approaches the critical percolation threshold, the hysteresis of the sample increases as well. As the temperature increases towards the liquid phase transition temperature the discontinuity between heating and cooling phases as shown in figure 10, disappears. This is significant for LC-CNT composite because it shows that high temperatures affect the electrical conductivity order magnitude greatly and avoid hysteresis problems that cause the irreversibility due to the electro-optic memory effects for the switching device. Temperature also greatly effects the arrangement of LC molecules based on the orientation of their director [30,37-39].

2.1.3 Optical Uses

As previously mentioned, LCs have many various applications and their most common is optical usage that is based around their unique EO effects in the presence or absence of external stimuli (electric, magnetic field, temperature change etc.). In a typical LCD, the liquid crystal layer is sandwiched between two polarizers. Polarizers are optical filters that allow light waves of specific orientations (or polarizations) to pass through while blocking out all other light waves with different polarizations [41,42]. The alignment of the LC molecules is chosen so that its natural state is OFF based on the twisted nematic field effect. This common TN field effect has been used for optics seen in various TN displays for digital watches, TVs, and most commonly computer screens [17]. The TN phase reorients light waves that have passed through the first polarizer, twisting them to allow passage through the second polarizer. This reorientation of light causes an LCD to appear transparent. When the electric field is applied the LC molecules do not reorient the light waves anymore. The light waves instead get absorbed at the second polarizer. During this process the LCD begins to lose the transparency as the applied voltage
increases towards the threshold voltage, this is how an applied electric field causes an image on a screen. When pixels switch between transparent or opaque based on the applied electric field. A singular pixel is made of 3 subcategories of red, green, and blue (RGB) allowing for color on LCDs, with the use of color filters you’re able to achieve the vivid LCDs we have today [12,41,42].

Along with TN panels there is another popular display device called in-plane switching (IPS) panels that were designed to eliminate some of the drawbacks of TN panels. These advantages include increased viewing angles, and color accuracy and consistency. As shown in figure 11 the setup is similar to TN panels with two polarizers sandwiching an LC layer, however the electrodes both lay in the bottom layer of the glass substrate on the left and right of the LC layer [43]. The LC molecules are aligned in a horizontal layer configuration which gives the LCs the ability to then shift horizontally. This shifting pattern of liquid crystals is the defining trait of IPS panels enabling their better viewing angles and color accuracy/consistency [44].

Figure 11. IPS panel configuration where LC molecules are horizontally aligned with the plane of the display to allow the same picture from all viewing angles [43].
The advantage of IPS panels means that it is very useful for graphic designers, photographers, and engineers using modeling software. The only potential downside with IPS monitors is possibly more motion blur and below average static contrast ratio due to the monitor’s backlighting, however over the years these drawbacks have drastically improved and are usually only prevalent in older lower-end monitors [43,44].

As previously discussed, liquid crystals change phase orientation based on temperature. This means that LCs can be used as various types of thermometers. This is done using thermotropic (temperature dependent) chiral LCs whose chiral pitch changes greatly with temperature. It should be noted that a liquid crystal is a mesophase meaning if temperatures become too high the LC molecules will transition to an isotropic liquid phase, and if the temperature becomes too low the LC molecules will transition to a crystalline glass-like solid phase [5,7].

Thermotropic LCs have color transitions based on temperatures, so they have applications as aquarium, and pool thermometers, and beverage temperature indicators - color changing baby bottles, coffee mugs, kettles, etc. LCs also experience color transitions when stressed or strained, meaning LC sheet layers can be used to monitor heat flow, stress/strain distribution and affects, etc. When LCs are used as a fluid, they can detect electrically generated hot spots for failure analysis – a practice commonly used in the semiconductor industry [45,46]. LC color change is dependent on selective reflection of certain wavelengths of light based on the crystalline structure of the LC material as applied temperature change goes from crystalline glass-like solid at low temperature, to TN or chiral phase as an anisotropic LC, to the isotropic liquid phase at high temperature. Through this entire transition only the TN mesophase of LCs have the thermotropic property causing the effective applied temperature range to be quite restricted [45]. The TN phase has LC molecules oriented with their director’s typically parallel in
layers where they frequently change orientation, this gives them periodic spacing. When light passes through an LC crystal structure it undergoes Bragg diffraction – based on Bragg’s law that gives the angles for scattering of light waves in a crystal lattice. As shown in figure 12, the law shows that when waves are incident onto the crystals surface, its angle of incidence $\theta$ will reflect with the same angle of scattering $\theta$. When the path or plane difference of atoms in the crystal structure $d = n \text{ (wavelength)}$; where $n = 1, 2, 3, ... \text{ whole number}$ a constructive interference will occur, the wavelength with the largest constructive interference is reflected back which is then perceived as a spectral RGB color [47].

![Bragg's law diagram](image)

**Figure 12.** Bragg’s law diagram where incident waves on a crystal surface with angle of incidence and scattering $\theta$ with path difference $d= n$ causing constructive interference resulting in color change [47].

By changing the LC molecule’s temperature in an LC structure, the periodic spacing between molecules changes causing different reflected wavelengths. This allows the color of these thermochromic liquid crystals to always range from non-reflective (black) to spectral RGB colors back to black again, depending on the temperature. High temperatures will often reflect blue-ish colors, while lower temperatures will often reflect red-ish colors. Because blue light has
shorter wavelengths than red light, it indicates that the periodic spacing of LC molecules is increased by cooling or decreased by heating of material with thermochromic LCs [45-47].

2.2 RF Switches

A radio frequency (RF) switch, also known as a microwave switch, is a device used to route high frequency signals through various transmission branches. These devices are commonly used in RF and microwave test systems to route signals between instruments and the devices under test (DUT). RF switches are essential in a wide range of telecommunication systems — such as wireless communications (5G technology), radar systems, and satellite communications (aerospace and military uses) [48]. Using RF switches allows multiple tests to be performed without having to change the setup of instruments and DUT, which results in much higher efficiency due to removing the need to disconnect and reconnect devices in the system. The usage of RF switches to simplify complex signal routing can be realized in a switching matrix as shown in figure 13 [49].

![Figure 13. Diagram of a single pole triple throw RF switching device with 3 inputs and 3 possible outputs for each input with switches [49].](image)
The example device is a common configuration of a single pole, triple throw (SPTT or 1:3) switch to route three different RF signals. Each colored route in the diagram shows the original path of each input signal. By tuning each switch, the various input signals can be rerouted to any given output shown via the black routes. Because these devices use only switches, RF switches require less additional components and are ideal devices due their low insertion loss, and high isolation [49,50].

2.2.1 Existing RF Switch Devices and Theory

RF switches have several parameters that are of importance to engineers when designing the devices:

- **Frequency range** where devices operate around 100 MHz to 60 GHz for semiconductor devices in satellite communications. Applications that need to meet broad operating frequency ranges may sacrifice other critical parameters such as switching speed.

- **Insertion loss** how much a device will attenuate a peak signal and increase the rising/falling edge times of switching, which affecting the switching speed. Low insertion loss is achieved by minimizing the number of poles and throws or selecting low insertion loss components for a specific system configuration.

- **Isolation** is the level of signal attenuation from an unwanted signal that is detected at the input/output of interest. Isolating becomes more important at higher frequencies, so having a high isolation device will reduce the amount of influence signals receive from other ports/paths on the device. A high isolation also helps with the device’s measurement accuracy or repeatability.

- **Repeatability** is important for RF switches to guarantee the accuracy of the measurement. Low insertion loss and repeatability reduce the amount of randomness and
errors in a measurement, improving overall accuracy. In turn this can reduce device costs reducing the need to recalibrate the device and increase device lifetime.

**Return loss** is based on how much impedance mismatch there is between circuits which is why circuit matching is very important in RF designs. Impedance mismatch is important due to need to maximize power transfer or minimize reflected signals in the circuit during switching. If the impedance at the source does not match the load it will not allow maximum power transfer and may reflect some of it back that could reduce the lifetime of the device.

**Switching speed** is an important parameter that is simply defined as the time needed for switch to change states from OFF to ON or OFF to ON [48,49,51,52].

The key parameter to define RF switches for telecommunications applications is high switching speed. Typically, the switching speed is limited by material, design choice of the switching mechanisms of the electrical devices used, or tuning capability of the circuit components (i.e., resistor, capacitor, or inductor) [48].

Depending on the application and technology needed, RF switches have many different configurations for various applications. They are typically classified into two types of devices - electromechanical switches that rely on the physical movement of mechanical contacts to switch circuits ON or OFF, and solid-state switches that use semiconductor technology like transistors and diodes to switch circuits ON or OFF [49].

The most important S-parameters that are considered for this work are return and insertion loss. These parameters most commonly characterize the performance of RF switches. They are also the most easily measured and simulated parameters for properly determining RF device performance. For return loss you want a low return loss which means less reflected power. This is commonly given as a ratio of incident power to reflected power in decibels (dB). When the value of the return loss is high (e.g., 40 dB) the less power is reflected versus a lower
return loss value (e.g., 5 dB) then more power is reflected. This also means that the load for the transmission line is correctly matched and characteristic impedance of the transmission line is excellent. So, ideally if none of the signal was reflected then the return loss would be infinite.

For insertion loss, this is the amount of signal that is lost along the transmission line as the wave travels through. RF applications require low values of insertion loss which translate to a low amount of signal power being lost in the transmission line. This is also given as a ratio of transmitted power to received power in dB. So, ideally if there was absolutely zero signal and power lost in the transmission line, insertion loss would be zero [49,51].

**Electromechanical Switches**

Electromechanical (EM) RF switches use metal contacts that are physically in an open state where no current will flow through them meaning no signal can be routed through either, or a physically closed state, where current will flow, and signals can be routed through the switch. This type of switch is described by the number of circuits that can be physically connected – called poles; and the number of unique connections or positions that the switch can have – called throws. Three various electromechanical design configurations are shown below in figure 14 [49].

![Electromechanical Switches Diagram](image)

Figure 14. Shows three electromechanical circuit configurations: (a) Single pole single throw (SPST); (b) Single pole double throw (SPDT); (c) Double pole single throw (DPST) [49].
Electromechanical switches can be used from DC to low millimeter wave (mmWave) frequencies. Compared to other conventional RF switches, electromechanical switches advantages are low insertion loss, excellent isolation and power handling, and large frequency range. The disadvantages are low switching speeds, and limited device lifetime. So, the advantages come from the minimal crosstalk between input/output ports and signals, and the disadvantages come from the metal contacts physically switching causing contact bounce and electromagnetic interference [49,51].

Solid-State Switches

Solid-state switches are semiconductor type devices and operate from high (MHz) to super high frequencies (GHz). Because there are no moving parts there are no problems with contact bounce or physical wear meaning it can switch much faster and is much more reliable. Solid-state switches are much more resistant to shock, vibration, and other mechanical wear in general. So, compared to electromechanical switches the advantages of solid-state switches are very fast switching speeds, excellent repeatability, and very long device lifetime. The disadvantages are its high insertion loss, lower isolation, and smaller frequency band [49,51].

Solid state switches typically use three primary types of semiconductor technologies in their design to do signal switching:

PIN Diodes

PIN diodes were the first widely used solid-state switching device. They act as variable resistors operating at RF and microwave frequencies. They are current controlled devices meaning they rely on changing amounts of input current that will either increase resistance to an OFF state or decrease resistance to an ON state. These operations are controlled by biasing
components that control currents/voltages to RF devices called a bias tee [49,51]. Managing RF bandwidth, insertion loss, impedance matching at the two RF ports, and maximum current are very important factors to a bias tee [53]. Figure 15 shows three common PIN diode circuit schematics in the form of SPDT configurations with the bias tees.

Figure 15. Common PIN diode circuit schematics: (a) SPDT series PIN diode switch; (b) SPDT shunt PIN diode switch; (c) SPDT series-shunt PIN diode switch [51].

Field Effect Transistor (FET)

FET switches use semiconductor devices to control the conductivity of the channels (gate, source, and drain) in the semiconductor material. These switches consume much less current and have excellent isolation at the lower frequency range (decreasing as frequency
increases) but have higher insertion loss, and lower switching speed than the PIN diode switches. FET switches have excellent repeatability but, less isolation due to the drain-to-source resistance and capacitance respectively.

Figure 16. Schematic of a SPDT FET switch configuration [51].

Figure 16 shows a common circuit configuration for a FET switch design similar to PIN diode designs with FETs replacing diodes as the switching device.

**RF MEMS Switches**

RF MEMS switches are nonconventional semiconductor RF switches that are designed to incorporate the benefits of both electromechanical and traditional solid-state RF switches (PIN diode and FET switches) such as excellent isolation, return loss, and reliability, low insertion loss, large frequency ranges, and high switching speeds [49]. RF MEMS capacitive switches were among the first developed and used an electrostatic actuator as the switch. Electrostatic actuators rely on the force between two electrodes when a voltage is applied to them [54]. These first-generation MEMS switches offer very low insertion loss but typically much lower switching speed. The two means of actuation are ohmic and capacitive switches. With the first generation ohmic switches there are two metal electrodes brought together that create a low
resistance contact. Whereas the capacitive switches use a metal membrane that is pulled down onto a dielectric layer forming a capacitive contact. Figure 17 shows an example of a capacitive type MEMS switch:

![Capacitive RF MEMS switch construction layers](image)

Figure 17. Capacitive RF MEMS switch construction layers used by manufacturing company Omron [51].

In this example you can see that the electrode and contact are a made of a special metal composition that will flex downward with an applied voltage to create a capacitive contact turning the switch ON and when the voltage is removed the moveable electrode/contact returns back to its original position breaking contact turning the switch OFF. The usage of electrostatic coupling eliminated many issues plaguing the first generation of ohmic switches that use metal to metal contact such as, contact sticking, and wear [51].
Here in figure 18, it is shown that RF MEMS switches do not compress up to 36 dBm whereas GaAs MMIC FET switches compression begins around 32 dBm. RF MEMS switches also have very low insertion loss, creating a competitive alternative to other solid-state switch types. Omron and Radant had started manufacturing first generation high isolation and low loss RF MEMS switches up to 20 GHz. Over the years there have been improvements in material refinements, processing improvements, and design choices to follow with less than 0.1 dB insertion loss up to 40 GHz, with low power consumption. Company Radant Technology has tested devices through the Department of Defense and DARPA laboratories and reported RF MEMS switches with lifetimes of over 1 trillion cycles with continuous testing [51].

These breakthroughs in MEMS switch improvements have enabled them to compete in applications like switching arrays for antennas. Another advantage of the RF MEMS switches is that mechanical switches offer very high RF isolation in the OFF state, meaning there is very little leakage current compared to FET switches [51]. Leakage current is a current that flows through the protective ground conductor to ground. Without a proper grounding connection,
leakage current becomes free to flow from any conductive part of a device or surface of a non-conductive part to ground if there is a conductive path available like a human body [55]. With this RF switches are becoming the focus of telecommunication – instrumentation, and cellular/wireless infrastructure and defense – radio systems and phased-array and tunable antenna applications.

Figure 19. A graphene RF/microwave NEMS switch device design with coplanar waveguide implementation [51].

A counterpart to MEMS technology, nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS), have been researched to possibly overcome the drawbacks of MEMS devices. Works show that graphene sheets can operate as a switch up to 60 GHz with nano second switching speeds [51,56,57]. Figure 19 shows a simplified design of such a device. It uses a coplanar waveguide (CPW) – a coplanar line structure is where all conductors that support wave propagation are located on the same plane, composed of a middle metallic strip separated by two slits from an infinite ground plane [58], and an array of graphene sheets suspended on the top. The CPW is made from gold strips deposited onto a 500-micron thick silicon (Si) substrate. The graphene sheets stay suspended on the top of the CPW due to van der Waals forces – weak electrostatic forces that define the force of attraction between molecules. If there isn’t another force present, there is a distance at which the atoms/molecules become repulsive instead of
attractive called the Van der Waals contact distance [59]. However, this device could also make use of the metallic contact design that MEMS switches employ. The work also notes that the isolation can be improved even further by increasing the electrical conductivity of the graphene sheets by utilizing its unique electric field effect [51,56,57].

This exact device shown in figure 19 is translatable to MEMS and became the second of the two most common electrostatic actuation type MEMS switches for RF/microwave applications. After the electrostatically actuated series switches with metal contacts are the electrostatically actuated switches with a capacitive shunt.

![Diagram of electrostatically actuated switch with capacitive shunt](image)

**Figure 20.** A CPW device design of an electrostatically actuated switch with a capacitive shunt switch using a CPW and RF grounded contact [60].

These two designs are the most common and make up over 80% of the switches presently. There is a moveable metal bridge or membrane that is connected to RF ground and switches ON (down) or OFF (up) above the isolation layer similar to electrostatically actuated series switches with special metal contacts. Naturally the switch is in the ON state, when the bridge is in the down position the membrane capacitively short circuits the signal line to the RF ground. So, in the down position (OFF state) the signal propagates via the bridge to the ground. The isolation is dependent on the parasitic inductance of the entire ground path. This switch
configuration offers the most simplistic design, highest switching speeds (a few $\mu$s) and is best suited for high frequency signals [60].

Table 1. Performance and characteristics comparison of electromechanical relay (EMR) vs solid-state PIN diode and FET vs MEMS RF and microwave switches [60].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>PIN diode switch [7,70,75–80]</th>
<th>FET switch [7, 70, 75, 81–83]</th>
<th>EMR$^a$ [84,85]</th>
<th>MEMS switch [7,70,75]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>actuation voltage</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>±3–5</td>
<td>3–5</td>
<td>3–24</td>
<td>20–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actuation current</td>
<td>mA</td>
<td>3–50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>150–15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power consumption</td>
<td>mW</td>
<td>5–100</td>
<td>0.05–0.1</td>
<td>&lt;400</td>
<td>0.05–0.1$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switching time</td>
<td>$\mu$s</td>
<td>0.01–0.1</td>
<td>0.001–0.1</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>1–300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>off-state capacitance</td>
<td>fF</td>
<td>18–80</td>
<td>70–140</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>series resistance</td>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>4–6</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>0.5–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cutoff frequency</td>
<td>THz</td>
<td>1–4</td>
<td>0.5–2</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>20–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF isolation (1–10 GHz)</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>&gt;35</td>
<td>15–25</td>
<td>&gt;40</td>
<td>&gt;40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF isolation (&gt;10 GHz)</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>20–35</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>25–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insertion loss (1–10 GHz)</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>0.3–0.7</td>
<td>0.4–2</td>
<td>&lt;0.3</td>
<td>0.05–0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insertion loss (&gt;10 GHz)</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>0.7–2</td>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.1–0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolation voltage</td>
<td></td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power handling (1 GHz)</td>
<td>W$_{CW}$</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signal linearity (1f3)</td>
<td>dBm</td>
<td>27–45</td>
<td>27–53</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>60–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td></td>
<td>small</td>
<td>very small</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost — SPDT type [84]</td>
<td>USD</td>
<td>0.9–8</td>
<td>0.5–4.5</td>
<td>0.85–12</td>
<td>8–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>life cycles [84]</td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;10$^6$</td>
<td>&gt;10$^6$</td>
<td>0.5–5×10$^6$</td>
<td>&gt;10$^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$PCB mounted relays for high-frequency switching applications, such as the OMRON G6 series

$^b$includes drive circuitry

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of a RF MEMS switch parameters design [60].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very high DC and RF isolation</td>
<td>high actuation voltages needed$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very low insertion loss</td>
<td>low switching speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high signal linearity</td>
<td>limited power handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>almost zero power consumption$^a$</td>
<td>lifetime uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very large bandwidth$^b$</td>
<td>problematic integration with RF circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miniaturization</td>
<td>special packaging necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simple control circuits</td>
<td>reliability uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high volume production possible</td>
<td>price uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very resistant to external influences$^c$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In tables 1 and 2 we can again see a summarization of MEMS RF switches and how their research and development made them a competitive option for various RF and microwave applications. The main points of interest in this research are overcoming the lower switching speeds and improving device lifetime avoiding irreversibility and increasing repeatability with a device that has physical/mechanical parts. These improvements are done by choosing a LC-CNT composite to act as the switching mechanism for the RF MEMS device. This ideally avoids any moving mechanical parts that can cause the stiction and contact wear problems. This composite will aim to improve on the already existing performance of RF MEMS switches. Improvements are also made by design choice of the MEMS RF switch based on the application.

2.2.2 Common RF Switch Materials

RF MEMS technology is enabled by MEMS fabrication processes called micromachining that takes advantage of modern semiconductor fabrication processes to enable metal and dielectric film deposition, and different types of etching to achieve unique mechanical device structures which will be discussed in full in chapter 3 [61,62]. The materials used in the full device design process heavily depend on the specific type of desired RF switch, and process capability at the fabrication facility [61]. MEMS switches are typically divided into two categories based on the processing materials – silicon-based and non-silicon-based MEMS switches. Silicon-based MEMS switches are typically fabricated on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers giving the advantage of high structure/design precision and a simplistic process [62-65]. Silicon is also not suited for high impact and high load applications either as a structural layer or as a substrate on its own [63]. As for non-silicon switches, they are commonly fabricated using lithographie, galvaniformung, and abformung (LIGA) which offers ultra-precision for structure/design
processing. For the metal conductors, deposition is commonly done via micro-electroplating – a process using an electrolyte bath and electrical current where negatively charged ions (anions) are moved onto the anode and positively charged ions (cations) are moved to the cathode where the desired part is covered (plated) evenly in a metal coating [66]. In comparison to silicon-based switches, these metal-based structures have excellent electrical conductivity. Non-silicon-based switches solve the problem of high contact resistance; however, maturity of metal microstructures manufacturing is low (commonly prototype systems and less widespread industrial use). This means during processing the structure is prone to deformation, leading to a low yield of devices [63,67].

Figure 21. Maturity Index for 2020 showing the maturity level of various metal manufacturing technologies. This diagram shows how commercialized a typical processing technology would be [67].
RF MEMS switches can be made with an antenna design to make the antenna reconfigurable by changing the geometrical structure for different frequencies [68]. It was found that the RF MEMS conductor material has the largest impact on the frequency response of the antenna [68,69].

The Ashby methodology places importance on an RF loss and shows that the performance of an antenna depends largely on the RF MEMS switch design and material used. The method has explored the possible materials for RF MEMS switch conductors to be gold (Au), aluminum (Al), platinum (Pt), copper (Cu), nickel (Ni), silicon nitride (Si$_3$N$_4$), aluminum oxide (Al$_2$O$_3$), and molybdenum (Mo).

In table 3 below we can see the key material parameters, Young’s modulus ($E$), Poisson’s ratio ($v$), electrical resistivity ($\rho$), thermal expansion coefficient ($\alpha$), and thermal conductivity ($K$) for the possible conductor materials as it relates to their performance for frequency response and general switch performance [68].
Table 3. Key material properties of the possible RF MEMS switch materials showing various material parameters as it relates to performance of RF MEMS switches [68,74].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Young’s Modulus $E$ (GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s Ratio $\nu$</th>
<th>Electrical Resistivity $\rho$ (Ω·m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>$2.90 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>$2.35 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>$1.72 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>$10.60 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>$9.50 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon Nitride</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>$&gt;10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenum</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>$5.20 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum oxide</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>$&gt;10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Ashby’s methodology and material parameters it was determined that gold offers the best device performance in terms of sensitivity and reliability for repeated actions/measurements [68,77-79].

### 2.3 Coplanar Waveguides

When working with RF signals it is important to properly route and confine the waves to the proper interconnects to provide a low loss and high isolation wave propagation between RF interconnects and other ports of the system when possible. Using a waveguide device is an excellent way to route and confine these signals with the best performance [80]. Coplanar waveguide (CPW) structures are used for high-speed/frequency circuits and interconnect as
planar transmission-line technology. A coplanar line is a structure where all the conductors that support wave propagation are all located in the same plane, commonly on top of the dielectric substrate. The main type of these planar transmission lines is then called a coplanar waveguide or grounded coplanar waveguide (GCPW) [58].

2.3.1 Existing Coplanar Waveguide Devices and Theory

The most conventional CPW design is formed by a single conductor with ground planes on both sides of said conductor separated by narrow gaps, all of which are on the same plane sitting on top of a dielectric medium. Ideally the thickness of the dielectric is infinite, however realistically it is thick enough so the electromagnetic fields (EMFs) die out before they can escape the substrate [81]. EMFs are invisible radiation particles caused from the motion of an electric charge. Making sure there is no EMF leakage is important because there are non-ionizing EMFs (little to no potential to damage cells and DNA) and ionizing EMFs (potential to damage cells and DNA) caused by low and high frequency EMF leakage respectively [82].

![CoPlanar Waveguide Cross-section](image)

Figure 22. Coplanar waveguide structure showing general dimensions of importance (W, S, H, and εᵣ) for conductor width, slot/gap width, substrate height, and effective permittivity respectively for EMF mitigation [81].

Typically, there are a few important coplanar waveguide structures. There is the standard CPW, the standard coplanar waveguide with ground (CPWG), the GCPW, then there is
a finite ground plane coplanar waveguide (FG-CPWG). The standard types of coplanar waveguides consist of what are called semi-infinite ground planes that are on either side of the center conductor. The electrical characteristics of CPWs are very good, so the frequency variation of the effective permittivity ($\varepsilon_p$) as shown in figure 22 is quite low which simplifies the broadband circuit design. It also allows for multiple variations in characteristic impedance by varying the conductor and gap widths ($W$ & $S$) respectively [83,84].

Figure 23. Three common coplanar waveguide configurations – CPW with one signal line and two ground plane conductors; a CPWG with one signal line, two upper layer ground conductors, and one bottom layer ground conductor; a GCPWG same configuration as CPWG with vias connecting the upper and lower ground planes [85].

From figure 23 you can see exactly what each configuration would look like where FG-CPW have the widths of the two ground planes the same or close to the width of the signal line. Whereas the standard CPW has semi-infinite width ground planes.
With a standard CPW typically processing includes a metal base to help with removing heat, prevent EMF leakages, and add mechanical strength to the device. The substrates are also typically thinner by 25 to 100 microns to help more with thermal management. This type of metal backed structure is shown in figure 23 as the CPWG. The CPWG creates a parasitic waveguide mode with lower signal phase velocity than the standard CPW mode over the entire frequency range of the device that causes power leakage between the modes [83,86,87]. To solve this increase in path loss between the CPW/CPWG modes there are several methods available. RF/microwave absorbing materials can be introduced to attenuate the RF/microwave energy at the edges of the dielectric substrate [83,88]. Multiple dielectric layers for the substrate can be used to increase the phase velocity of the transverse electromagnetic (TEM) CPWG mode or vias can be added (figure 23) to short the upper and lower ground planes together, which in turn eliminates the TEM CPWG mode for mode selection, and higher isolation, while increasing the bandwidth [83,86,89]. With this structure the gaps between the signal and ground planes must be greater than the thickness of the dielectric substrate so the EMF is contained between the upper strip/ground plane and lower ground plane [85]. However, the downsides to these methods are in increase in fabrication costs and device design complexity [83].

Another solution was developed that uses finite width ground planes, so the total width of the coplanar transmission line is electrically small. This means that when using the CPWG configuration, lower signal phase velocity, increased power leakage, and path loss doesn’t occur [83,90,91].

For a practical approach any of the design structures will offer great performance and allow for high enough bandwidth for large frequency range operation with high isolation. Although CPWs operate on the surface it has lateral isolation thanks to the ground planes, it also
provides EMF/EMI shielding. The CPW advantages also include very low RF loss because the field lines often pass through the region that is above the dielectric substrate preventing much signal loss. The bandwidth is largely tunable just by adjusting the device geometry, and CPW do get bigger to compensate for frequencies above ~5 GHz but, can also be confined to the desired frequency range for single-mode operation: transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM) modes [85].

2.3.2 Common Coplanar Waveguide Materials

Multi-chip modules (MCMs) combine multiple integrated circuits (ICs) or chips into an even more complex circuit device that is non-hermetically sealed (not airtight) [92]. MCM technologies are typically used for RF MEMS switch devices. There are also hybrid technologies that consist of a substrate with deposited circuitry, and separately processed active and passive components that are later added to complete circuit function. The deposition process and materials are essentially the same as MCMs [93]. The MCM idea is a multi-monolithic/functional design that consists entirely of chips using predominantly silicon (Si) substrates but gallium arsenide (GaAs) or silicon germanium (SiGe) are used based on the application, when needed. The variations in MCMs affect the packaging, deposition process, and substrate configuration, so it is a large indicator of what materials will be used. The modern MCM is typically defined by the substrate technology with the two most important classifications for RF MEMS devices [93]:

MCM-C

This is a ceramic or glass-based substrate technology with a dielectric constant of five or less. Conductor materials are typically fired material i.e., tungsten, molybdenum, or a thick film
metal conductor such as gold, silver, or copper. Vias in this technology are formed during screening by using the same metallurgy as the trace metals [93].

**MCM-Si (Silicon Based)**

This device type is a silicon-based substrate which is the wafer processing industry standard material which helps to keep costs low, especially for proof of concept/prototype devices. This Si-on-Si fabrication process allows for a high-density interconnects network of which several varieties of bare die may be created. The deposition of a metallic coating to another metallic or non-metallic surface (metallization) is typically Al and Al-Si, while SiO$_2$ forms the dielectric. The passivation layer on top is usually silicon nitride (Si$_3$N$_4$). Silicon based MCM technology provides a unique and perfect temperature coefficient of expansion (TCE) match between the substrate and die which is excellent for high-power applications of MEMS devices [93-95].

**Passive Structures**

Passive structures used in RF/microwave device applications include planar transmission lines, vias, and airbridges. CPW and microstrips (just the conductor and bottom ground planes) are the most common planar transmission lines as shown in figure 24 [93,96].
Figure 24. Planar transmission line configurations: (a) microstrip planar transmission line structure; (b) CPWG structure with center signal line and two upper ground planes with one lower ground plane [96].

Figure 25. An example of an ideal via hole in a planar transmission line configuration that connects the upper and lower ground planes of a CPW device [96,97].

In figure 25 we can see an example of the via holes used to connect the upper and lower ground planes. GCPWG's require via holes to electrically ground the upper and lower ground
planes together. Via holes are etched through the substrate, typically from the bottom side of the substrate ground plane to minimize the element area on the top plane. The wet or dry etching process (further discussed in sections 2.5 and 2.6) is followed by sputtering or electroplating deposition to fill the hole with Au as shown in figure 25 [96,97]. The reliability of the device becomes a concern because vias that are filled with Au can cause specifically GaAs substrate to crack due to the TCE mismatch. The solution is to use less Au however, this may cause a complication with RF/microwave applications as vias must contain enough Au to create a proper thermal path. This is typically why Si is used over GaAs for this type of configuration and device [96].

2.4 RF and Telecommunication Systems

Telecommunication systems are based on the transmission of information by various technological means such as wired/wireless, optical, or radio transmission. Telecommunication systems are both hardware and software providing the means and capabilities for connected systems to communicate with one another and their users. Modern day transmission paths are divided into multiple telecommunication channels and taking advantage of a method called multiplexing that turns several signals into one in order for them to traverse over a single communication medium. This reduces costs for dedicated networks like fiber optic internets and is largely used for audio/video broadcasting [98,99]. The earliest telecommunication systems used Cu wires as a transmission medium for signals. These networks were the basic landline phone services used since their creation in the late 1800s, which at the time started with telegrams (pre-wireless transmitted texting). Since then, in the 1990s is when the internet largely expanded in popularity and wireless telecommunication became commonplace and the limitations of Cu transmission lines became apparent [100,101].
Figure 26. Telecommunication system process flow graph enabled by the semiconductor era. This diagram shows the basic transmitter analog-to-digital conversion process encoding a signal that is transmitted by an antenna. That signal is then received by another antenna, then decoded using the digital-to-analog conversion processes shown [102].

The modern-day usage of wired/wireless telecommunications technology is attributed to the semiconductor era that started around the 1950s and is still in use present day. The research, development, and application of transistor technology allowed for significant advances in telecommunication systems. The development of metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFET or MOS) technology, transistor scaling on an IC, transitioning to RF MOS technology, data compression, and finally digital signal processing (DSP) is what enabled the rapid growth of telecommunication systems with the introduction of digital telecommunications using wireless telecommunication systems into the late 1990s onward. This modern data transmission process is shown in figure 26 and is performed by modern day RF devices [100,101,103].
2.4.1 Applications in Antenna Systems

An antenna system is a vital component in telecommunications and for RF devices. Antennas are defined as an instrument that enables the ability to emit or receive radio waves. This means that an antenna is a transitional device between free-space and a guiding device (i.e., CPWs or microstrips) [104]. Wireless communication systems require antennas to be at the transmitter and receiver in order to operate properly. The design and infrastructure of antennas can make or break wireless telecommunication systems. When there is bad performance from a specific system it is most commonly traced back to poorly implemented antenna infrastructure [105]. The important parameters to describe antenna performance are directivity, gain, antenna efficiency, half-power beam width, bandwidth, polarization and more defined by IEEE standards. However, many of them do not need to be defined for every antenna, and this is based on the application and device used [104]. A simplistic structure of a wireless telecommunication system with transmitter and receiver antennas integrated with a waveguide device (CPW) can be shown in figure 27.

![Diagram of an emitting and receiving antenna telecommunication system.](image)

Figure 27. Diagram of an emitting and receiving antenna telecommunication system. In the guiding device transmission line section is where a CPW device would be implemented. The guiding device is the key to a high performing telecommunication system.
Antenna Parameters

The operation of a telecom system depends on the dimensions of the antenna/waveguide devices being used. In figure 28 there is a simplified example of a telecommunication system and its important parameters.

![Figure 28. An example diagram of a wireless link telecommunication system between a transmitting and receiving antenna with area and gain of transmitter and receiver labeled. As well as length of the transmission signal between both apertures.](image)

With these parameters the relationship between the transmitted and received power can be calculated and given as

\[
\frac{P_r}{P_t} = \frac{A_{er}A_{et}}{r_{TR}^2\lambda^2} = \left(\frac{\lambda}{A_{Tr}r_{TR}}\right)^2 G_rG_t
\]  

Equation 6 defines the ratio of power received to power transmitted. \(A_{er}\) and \(A_{et}\) are the aperture area of the receiving and transmitting antenna respectively. \(r_{TR}\) is the radius between transmitting and receiving antennas. Then finally, \(G_r\) and \(G_t\) are the gains of the receiving and transmitting antennas respectively.

This expression is also known as the Friis transmission formula. The Friis transmission formula is an important concept that is used to design the wireless links for telecommunication systems using RF devices. An example of this is, if you know the power sensitivity of the antenna
radio which is denoted as $P_{r.min}$ (minimum power received), and the gain of the transmitting and receiving antennas, then the maximum communication distance and minimal transmitting power can be determined. This is under the condition that the antenna has limited transmitted power and limited communication distance respectively. This is the key for using RF devices in commercial applications and more specifically for applying RF MEMS devices to use and improve 5G technology systems.

### 2.4.2 RF and 5G Technology Systems

Wireless broadband systems transmit large amounts of data to mobile devices through the air. There is one wireless station that serves a community in its vicinity [101]. However, compared to landlines, wireless telecommunication signals decline much faster at larger distances. A single landline can run many miles and service customers in every direction. Whereas wireless stations that service customers are typically no further than 1-2 miles apart in suburban areas and can be as little as a ¼ mile apart in dense urban areas [101,107]. Another limitation of wireless broadband signals is that they are constrained to how they are transmitted. When the frequency range increases, they have increased bandwidth carrying more information. However, unlike low frequency, higher frequency signals are very prone to absorption and/or scattering. This creates a limit to how far the signal can be transmitted.

The previous technology for wireless broadband 4G had limitations such as latency for long distance and limited data transfer speeds. 5G Improves on this and allows for a similar frequency band of operation from 700 MHz to approximately 5 GHz. Improvements of antenna systems and encoding technology will allow service providers to better use the frequency band based on application and service. Over time, 5G will begin to support broader ranges beyond even RF or microwave frequencies into the millimeter (mmWave) frequency range which is over
20 GHz. Higher frequency signals allow for more user bandwidth and support higher data transfer useful for commercial usage. So, the tradeoff with the mmWave frequency range is transfer speeds will increase, but the higher the frequency the more signal absorption and scattering will occur.

So, 5G telecommunication systems look to increase data volume and rate transfer, increase connected devices, and decrease latency. To realize these specifications, they will have to satisfy multi-node/multi-antenna transmission, or implement a tunable array, proper network dimension and spectrum usage. Given these technical specifications it is important to note how these parameters reflect as characteristics that basic passive RF components must fulfill in order to sustain a proper 5G system. To begin with are wideband RF switches and devices with low loss, high isolation, and very low cross talk between channels from RF to mmWave bands. These devices require characteristics such as reconfigurable filtering, and wideband impedance matching tunability. In more recent years, RF technology has improved on and included wideband phase shifters, and attenuation with antenna arrays integrated with these previous device specifications [107, 108, 109].

2.4.3 LC-CNT Tunable Array Application

The previous 4G technology used omni directional antennas to deliver signals which allowed for a simplistic design and ability to offer service coverage in all directions with moderate radiation [110,111]. To properly take advantage of 5G telecommunication systems the use of mmWave frequency bands is imperative, paired with directional phased array antennas operating at both the service base station and mobile devices [111,112]. The use of mmWave bands provides a challenge because a directional phased array antenna can only deliver service in a single direction. This issue can be overcome through the use of tunable
arrays also known as beam steering, to deliver a service coverage similar to omnidirectional antennas [110,111,113].

Frequency tunable antennas can be realized with the introduction of liquid crystal composites with flexible materials. For a tunable antenna using a flexible LC polymer substrate you can achieve an increased frequency tuning range of 10% up to 35 GHz. These liquid crystal composites as discussed in section 2.1 are controlled through the application of an external electric field [113,114].

Liquid crystals used for beam steering allow for an antenna’s main beam to be steered in various directions at a fixed frequency to achieve a signal coverage similar to omni directional antennas. An antenna with an external applied electric field to a LC doped antenna structure achieved a beam tilt of ±10°. Phased arrays and beam steering research have achieved up to 300° of phase tunability of a unit cell, applying an external bias voltage up to 40 V [113,115]. The integration of an LC-CNT composite in an antenna is achieved by using the LC-CNT in a small portion of the signal line on the waveguide device. LC media can offer a low loss device and up to 5% frequency shifting and adjust the resonance frequency up to the mmWave range [113,116]. The goal of this technology is to create a phased antenna array system which gives the ability to steer multiple antennas allowing for greater signal coverage. As opposed to creating multiple wireless base stations.

All of uses can be realized by implementing the LC-CNT RF switching device investigated in this work, which will allow. To achieve this tunable array the idea is that within the center conductor signal line you would replace a portion of the signal line with the LC-CNT composite in a cell. An example of this device is shown in figure 29 below.
The directors of the LC molecules are initially perpendicular to the signal line (OFF state) and then, with an applied electric field the LCs directors align parallel to the signal line (ON state), allowing the signal to pass. The RF field is given by the planar ground and signal lines fundamental mode which would be confined to the LC-CNT cells volume and would be perpendicular to the director. This is how the RF field perceives the effective permittivity $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = \varepsilon_{\perp}$. So, applying an increasing external bias voltage the director of the LC molecules begins to rotate at a certain voltage threshold $V_{\text{th}}$. Increasing this external bias voltage even further the LC molecules director will begin to align completely parallel to the applied electric field. Then the RF field and effective permittivity become $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = \varepsilon_{\parallel}$. Changing this effective permittivity creates a change in the resonance frequency and shift the phase characteristics shown in figure 30. This is the basis for how the tunable phase array is created [117].
Figure 30. Functioning principle of a LC-CNT doped tunable phase array showing changes in permittivity will create a change in resonance frequency causing the shift in phase you see between $\varepsilon_{r1}$ and $\varepsilon_{r3}$ [116].

2.5 Microelectromechanical Systems

MEMS is a processing technology that is used to create micro-scaled integrated devices or systems that use a combination of mechanical and electrical active and passive components. These devices are created using IC batch processing microfabrication techniques that can vary in sizes of a couple millimeters down to a few micrometers. MEMS devices and systems are commonly used as mechanical microstructures, microsensors, micro actuators, and microelectronics in general and have the ability to sense, control and actuate on the micro scale and in turn affect the macro scale. The device’s electronic components are fabricated using IC technology (computer chips), while the micromechanical components are fabricated using micromachining processes with various substrates like Si. MEMS commonly takes advantage of
silicon’s electrical and mechanical properties, selectively adding or removing parts of Si during micromachining processes to create unique structures for various applications.

Typically, MEMS devices are broken up into two main categories of device types starting with the umbrella term that is transducers – a device that transforms one type of signal/energy into another form of signal/energy. Transducer can be used as a blanket term that includes both sensors and actuators in MEMS. So, the first type is a sensor device – a sensor is a device that gathers information from a surrounding environment as input and outputs an electrical signal in response to the information received. The signals and energies of sensors typically fall into these domains – mechanical, thermal, chemical, radiant, magnetic, and electrical. An example of one of the best sensors in the world is our own eyes. The second type of device are actuators which are devices that converts an electrical signal/energy into an action. These devices have the ability to create a force that can affect itself or other devices, or the environment to achieve a given application. A common example of an actuator device are the brakes on a vehicle. MEMS is known for its extensive range of applications that incorporate unique MEMS devices to achieve high performance across automotive, medical, electronic, communication and defense applications as shown in table 4 [118].
Table 4. Various commercial applications of MEMS devices in various fields [118].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automotive</th>
<th>Electronics</th>
<th>Medical</th>
<th>Communications</th>
<th>Defence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal navigation sensors</td>
<td>Disk drive heads</td>
<td>Blood pressure sensor</td>
<td>Fibre-optic network components</td>
<td>Munitions guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air conditioning compressor sensor</td>
<td>Inkjet printer heads</td>
<td>Muscle stimulators &amp; drug delivery systems</td>
<td>RF Relays, switches and filters</td>
<td>Surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake force sensors &amp; suspension control accelerometers</td>
<td>Projection screen televisions</td>
<td>Implanted pressure sensors</td>
<td>Projection displays in portable communications devices and instrumentation</td>
<td>Arming systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel level and vapour pressure sensors</td>
<td>Earthquake sensors</td>
<td>Prosthetics</td>
<td>Voltage controlled oscillators (VCOs)</td>
<td>Embedded sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbag sensors</td>
<td>Avionics pressure sensors</td>
<td>Miniature analytical instruments</td>
<td>Splitters and couplers</td>
<td>Data storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Intelligent” tyres</td>
<td>Mass data storage systems</td>
<td>Pacemakers</td>
<td>Tuneable lasers</td>
<td>Aircraft control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5.1 Fabrication Processes

MEMS fabrication can be divided into three general categories which is bulk micromachining, surface micromachining, and high-aspect-ratio micromachining (HARM), which includes the process mentioned in 2.2.2 called LIGA which means lithography, electroforming, and molding. MEMS fabrication does not follow the typical macroscale fabrication techniques due to the complex high volume IC style devices. Instead, it follows a process of patterning, and chemical etching [118].

**Bulk Micromachining**

Bulk micromachining involves the formation or creation of device features by removing part of the bulk substrate. It’s a subtractive fabrication process that uses a method called wet anisotropic (or isotropic) etching or a dry etching method called deep reactive ion etching (DRIE).
that will be discussed further in section 2.6. These methods are used to create pits, grooves, and channels.

Wet etching is a method that removes material through the use of a chemical bath known as a chemical etchant. Isotropic chemical etchants will etch away the material at the same rate in every direction. However, the consequence of this is that the material underneath the etching mask is etched away at that same rate as well which is called undercutting as shown in figure 31b. One of the most common isotropic etchants to Si substrates is hydrofluoric, nitric, acetic (HNA) which is comprised of hydrofluoric acid (HF), nitric acid (HNO₃), and acetic acid (CH₃COOH). Isotropic etches are typically limited by the geometry of the structure being etched and etch rates slow down over time and can even stop. However, this can be avoided by agitating the etchant mixture to evenly etch in every direction for excellent rounded features [118].
Anisotropic chemical etchants will etch faster in a specific and desired direction. A commonly used anisotropic etchant is potassium hydroxide (KOH). Because features that are created on the substrate are dependent on the crystal lattice orientation of the Si substrate, you can control the etch direction. Most anisotropic etchants work quickly in the crystal lattice direction that is perpendicular to the (110) plane, and less quickly in the direction that is perpendicular to the (100) plane, and barely etch if any in the direction that is perpendicular to the (111) plane. An example of this is illustrated above in figure 31a [118,119]. Below in figure 32 are examples of crystal planes that the etchants will etch when fabricating.

![Figure 32](image.png)

Figure 32. Example of various planes in crystal unit cell used for anisotropic etching [120].

**Surface Micromachining**

Surface micromachining is the fabrication of features above the substrate instead of subtracting away/into it. It is typically used as the foundational layer that is built upon. Material is added onto the substrate in thin layers on the surface. The layers act as either structural or sacrificial layers to be keep or removed later respectively. The thin layers are deposited one by one and dry etched out progressively with the sacrificial layer being wet etched away to release
the final feature. Every additional layer increases the complexity of the MEMS device greatly. An example of this process is shown in the figure below [118].

![Figure 33. Example of surface micromachining process to create membrane [121].](image)

An oxide sacrificial layer is deposited using a pattern and photolithography in figure 33 parts (a) & (b) that will be discussed further in section 2.6. Next the polysilicon layer is deposited using patterns and DRIE processing as shown in figure 33 parts (c) & (d). The entire substrate and structure are then wet etched to remove the oxide sacrificial layer. The sacrificial layer removal step is crucial to having an acceptable yield of functioning devices per Si wafer and reliability of the device itself. This is due to a common phenomenon in MEMS fabrication called stiction. Stiction is when features stick to one another or the substrate itself. Stiction is also known as static friction which is the amount of force needed to move an object from a
stationary position. Then Van der Waals forces come into effect and can permanently adhere features together after the device is dried [118, 121].

**Micromolding**

Micromolding or high aspect ratio microstructures (HARM) is a fabricating process that involves a surface micromachined part created through a tooling step done through injection molding or electroforming, to replicate microstructures from molded parts. It’s a popular fabricating method to replicate microstructures at a high performance to cost ratio using a method called LIGA. Devices that use HARM are high-aspect ratio devices such as nozzles for inkjet printing or microplates in the medical field. LIGA allows for structures to be fabricated up to 1mm high. Figure 34 below depicts the LIGA process, where an x-ray sensitive photoresist is first deposited onto the structure. Then, an x-ray mask is used to selectively expose the photoresist. The x-ray breaks down the polymer chain of exposed regions and then the exposed resist is developed away.
2.5.2 Material Selection for MEMS Processing

The materials involved in MEMS processing are important because it decides the reliability and capability of features and etchants to create structures. The most common substrate material for micromachining processes is Si. It’s an abundant, and inexpensive resource that can be extremely and finely purified. Another substrate used is GaAs, however due to Si inherent ability to readily oxidize and form a chemically inert and electrically insulated layer of SiO₂ makes silicon’s usefulness hard to beat. As described in section 2.5.1 polycrystalline Si (high purity silicon) is used for feature structures. Deposited layer material can be Si₃N₄, SiO₂, SiC and more, that can be used as the sacrificial layer or feature layer for processing. Metals and metallic compounds used for conductors are commonly Au, Al, Cu, GaAs, ZnO (Zinc Oxide), IrO₂ (Iridium Oxide), and CdS (Cadmium Sulfide). Ceramics such as Al₂O₃ and organic material such as polymers can be used for depositing layers with specific electrooptic properties [118].
2.6 Fabrication Techniques for Microelectronics and MEMS

2.6.1 Photolithography

Photolithography is a method that transfers a pattern to a substrate to fabricate various features. The substrate is covered in a thin layer of material typically SiO₂ due to it being a very readily available material on Si. Then a thin layer called photoresist is spun on the device. Photoresist is a polymer that is very sensitive to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Next, a photomask that is made up of a transparent glass plate and a specified pattern made of chromium that is opaque is placed onto the photoresist layer. When the device is exposed to UV light the pattern is transferred onto the photoresist which is then developed to leave the desired feature. This UV light causes one of two special reactions to areas of exposed photoresist that are positive and negative photoresist. Positive photoresist becomes stronger with the UV radiation and negative photo resist becomes weakened.
As shown in figure 35 depending on the type of photoresist the rinsing solution will either remove the exposed or unexposed area of the photoresist which leaves the desired pattern of photoresist coated SiO$_2$ on top of a substrate. Depending on whether the photoresist is positive or negative the resulting feature will be a ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ image of the original photomasks pattern. Hydrofluoric acid (HFL) is typically used to remove the uncovered oxide layer that is exposed from the photoresist layer. The photoresist layer is removed using the lift-off method. Leaving the desired patterned oxide feature intact. Again, this final oxide pattern will either be a positive or negative image of the original photomask pattern and acts as a mask for any following processing steps [118].
2.6.2 Etching

Dry etching uses vapor phase or plasma for etching using the proper reactive gases (or vapors) typically at very high temperatures. Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) is a common MEMS etching process that actually uses RF energy to start the etching chemical reaction. Ions imparted with RF energy are accelerated towards the device material to be etched done in a plasma phase (very high pressure/temperature gas) that supplies additional energy as needed for the chemical reaction to occur. DRIE unlike wet etching is not limited to specific unit crystal planes in the Si substrate and because of this extremely precise anisotropic (vertical wall) pits/grooves can be created. DRIE is a high-aspect-ratio etching technique that etches using plasma and also depositing a protective polymer layer that prevents etching the sidewalls. This process is called sidewall passivation. The specific etch rate depends on concentration, temperature, material, and time. This calculation is done before fabricating as there is no universal formula to predict every exact etch behavior and outcome [118,122].

2.6.3 Deposition, Bonding, and Packaging

In MEMS devices there are commonly cavity type structures formed by bonding. It can be used as a fabrication technique to create more complex and larger features. Micromachined Si substrates can be bonded to other materials in a process called fusion bonding. It allows for the creating of pre-etched cavities to be covered for various applications or sealing features. It relies on the atomic bonds of each layer of material directly or on a thin SiO₂ layer done with heating and pressure. The resulting structure ends up having quite low residual stress due to Si excellent TCE matching ability. It also creates a very effective bond that results in a sturdy fabrication method for these enclosed cavities, or grooves/channels. Photoresist and
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) are used as the fusion bonding media in MEMS and even provide a successful bonding for polyimide [118,122].

Wire bonding, encapsulation and packaging of MEMS devices is one of the most essential steps of a properly operating MEMS device. This is provided by the packaging methods and allows the MEMS devices to be commercialized as shown in figure 36 [118].

Figure 36. A diagram of the important role that packaging holds for commercial MEMS devices [118].

A proper packaging for a MEMS device should fit the following general criteria – provide protection against and be able to ‘withstand’ its operating environment. Allow for access and connections to a physical environment/domain i.e., optical fibers, fluid feed lines, etc. It should provide EM shielding to prevent electrical interference inside and outside of the device. Provide proper thermal dissipation and withstand operating temperatures. Reduce any stress or strain from external loads, and finally handle power from electrical connections without disrupting any signals [118].
Figure 37 shows the three most common types of MEMS packaging methods. Each of these package types have been adapted in one form or another for packaging MEMS sensors. Typically, the substrate for the ICs requires an electrical connection to properly provide an external bias voltage. Sensor dies are mounted to a die attach pad inside the package using a conductive bond. These die pads are joined to a metal lead frame with wiring that provides the necessary electrical connections to the leads shown clearly in figure 37. These electrical connections are called wire bonds. Some of the bond mediums include Au-Si eutectic bonding – essentially a soldering bond between two alloys; epoxy bonding, and glass loaded with silver. The packages themselves are formed by moulding plastic, or airtight sealed ceramic or metal caps (hermetic seal). To electrically connect the die to its environment or domain, wire bonding is the most commonly used method. Wire bonding consists of two types: ultrasonic and thermosonic. The difference between the two methods is the amount of mechanical stress applied to the die, the minimum spacing between wire bonds, the type of wire alloy used, and whether it is possible to adjust the wire bonds. There is another method that is used called flip-chip bonding. This technology does ‘wire’ bonding with the chip face down to a substrate via
bumps. These bumps are made of solder, Au, Cu, or Ni and when heated the bumps melt and simultaneously form all the electrical connections between the chip and die [118].
III. METHODOLOGY

This chapter offers detailed information on sensor and device design selection, parameter selection, simulation technique, and extrapolation. The first section will discuss the coplanar waveguide and RF structure and its parameters discussed for the most optimal geometry to achieve UHF responses with high isolation, reversibility, and switching speeds. The LC-CNT composites and other materials selection criteria as well as the finite element method/analysis (FEM & FEA) will be discussed here as well.

3.1 Device structure

An RF switch is comprised of multiple components and structure elements that carry their own unique importance and purpose. The structure is typically divided into the type of RF planar strip line technology and the specific type of that strip line technology implemented. The first would be the choice to use a CPW instead of a single microstrip planar transmission line device. The CPW is a much better choice to create low insertion, low RF loss, excellent return loss, and isolation. The next choice is the structure of the waveguide device. To prevent parasitic losses and the other disadvantages discussed in section 2.3.2 a GCPW or CPWG structure is best following the MCM-Si device design choice. In figure 38 below the model for this RF switching device is shown. The RF switching mechanism is ideally controlled by a LC-CNT cell in the middle of the signal line.
3.2 Working Principle of Device

The working principle of device operation for an RF switch is essentially two main parts: the waveguide, and switch. The waveguide is what will guide RF signals with minimal losses through a device and the switch membrane or bridge is what controls the ON/OFF state. For this device, the working principle is to use an LC-CNT composite as the switching mechanism using the unique operating principle of LCs. As discussed in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, the LC molecules are in the ‘OFF’ state when the molecules’ director is perpendicular to the signal line and electric field. LC molecules in the ‘ON’ state will have their directors parallel to the signal line or electric field and allow for the signal to pass.
3.2.1 RF Switch Operation

Waveguide

Typically, for RF applications the waveguide structure will either be a microstrip structure or CPW. In this research a CPW type structure is used. It is most commonly constructed using MCM Si based fabrication with a Si wafer with metal (i.e., Au, Al, Cu etc.) conductors on top in a planar fashion in a ground-signal-ground configuration with gaps in between. There are also grounded configurations of CPW (GCPW or CPWG) that contain a metal backed substrate with the same material used for the conductors. Another configuration can include vias made of the same material used for the conductors that electrically connect the ground planes to the metal bottom. There is one port for the RF signal in and one port for the RF signal out. The transmission of the signal through the dielectric substrate, and air creates modes for how the wave travels. To affect the parameters of an RF switch such as insertion loss, return loss, isolation etc., one would change the dimensions of the waveguide – width of signal and ground conductors, gap between conductors, length, and thickness of substrate, etc. Another option is to also change the conductor and substrate material. So, because the transmission of the signal depends entirely on the material selection, and dimensions of the CPW device there are no universal formulas for CPW transmission since, for example, for any given line impedance there is an infinite number of solutions for the geometry and materials used of a CPW device [123]. An example of the CPWs geometry can be seen below in figure 39. The goal in this research was to use the LC-CNT composite as the switching mechanism and gather the S-parameter results. The geometry of each device type was selected to compare performance between the configuration types.
Switch

The switch is the other portion of the device that determines various RF switch parameters and their performance such as switching speed, reliability, repeatability, and more. The switch’s driving principle for RF applications is typically either electrostatic (most common), electromagnetic, electrothermal, or piezoelectric. The contact form for these switches is most commonly either contact or capacitive. This research is based around an RF device using an LC-CNT composite as the switching mechanism as discussed in section 3.2.

3.3 Design

For this design we used a Si substrate. The RF switch is built upon the Si substrate with a waveguide configuration. This device had three variations a CPW, CPWG, and FG-CPWG used for simulations which will be shown in the results section below. The devices used Au conductor
lines and Au metal backed ground. The signal line is either Au or uses the LC-CNT composite material as shown below in figure 40.

![Diagram of CPW structure](image)

Figure 40. Design of simulated CPW structure for LC-CNT RF switching device with Au ground lines, and Au or LC-CNT composite signal line for measurement comparison.

The LC-CNT composite material chosen for this work is 4-Cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl multi-walled nanotube (5CB-MWNT). Below in tables 5 and 6 are the material parameter values for various LC media including 5CB. In table 6 we can see material parameter values for both the perpendicular (OFF) and parallel (ON) states used.
Table 5. Characteristics and values for various LC and chiral dopant media as it relates to material selection for 5CB-MWNT in this research [128].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LC</th>
<th>Nematic mesophase</th>
<th>dielectric anisotropy, optical anisotropy n</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E8BA</td>
<td>308.9 - 350.6 K</td>
<td>= -0.13, n=0.25 at 313 K</td>
<td>Goncharuk et al., 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5CB</td>
<td>295.5 - 308.3 K</td>
<td>= 13, n=0.177 at 398 K</td>
<td>Blinov &amp; Chigrinov, 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC6608</td>
<td>clearing point at 361 K</td>
<td>= -4.2, n=0.0830 at 293 K</td>
<td>Licristal, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC6609</td>
<td>clearing point at 364.5 K</td>
<td>= -3.7, n=0.0777 at 293 K</td>
<td>Licristal, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Properties and parameter values of various LC and chiral dopant as it relates to material selection for 5CB-MWNT in this research [129].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Permittivity</th>
<th>Dielectric anisotropy</th>
<th>Loss tangent</th>
<th>Operating frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{\perp}$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{\parallel}$</td>
<td>$\Delta\varepsilon$</td>
<td>$\tan \delta_{\perp}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K15 (SCB)</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL037</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL006</td>
<td>2.62–2.69</td>
<td>3.11–3.12</td>
<td>0.49–0.43</td>
<td>0.015–0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT3-23001</td>
<td>2.46–2.50</td>
<td>3.28–3.30</td>
<td>0.82–0.80</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT3-24002</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The information from tables 5 and 6 was used in conjunction with various works to determine a suitable LC-CNT composite and its specific electro optical properties for usage in an LC-CNT RF switching device [130-136]. The environment of transmission is air to keep the relative permittivity simplistic and offer the best performance. The parallel (ON) state of 5CB is the values that were researched and used for this work. The perpendicular (OFF) state was not considered as this is a value given when the device is not functioning. This will be discussed in further detail in chapter 4.
3.4 Simulation Methods HFWorks

Solidworks is a 3D computer-aided design (CAD) software. The technology behind Solidworks is primarily for the use of design, production, and simulation. CAD software’s allow for a higher integration of design and manufacturing choices together. It uses computer analysis to create, modify, and analyze various device designs. It allows for the continual improvement of the design, improving documentation, and creating a large database for manufacturing and analysis. CAD software design has important information outputs such as material processes, dimensioning, and tolerancing according to an application’s specific conventions [137].

Solidworks has a 3D field simulation program that is fully integrated with Solidworks called HFWorks. HFWorks is used for RF/microwave, and wireless applications. The software includes many solvers that cover antennas, 3D passive structures – using scattering parameters (S-parameters), and many more for resonant structures. HFWorks has a wide variety of specific applications for tuning elements, impedance matching, and most importantly waveguides and antennas. This addon uses the finite element method (FEM) which will be discussed further in the following sections. The program is designed to relate performance of a specific device design to important parameters such as antenna patterns, gain, and directivity, field distributions and scattering parameters. This program is able to integrate planar circuit designs (MCM/MMIC) and antennas and run simulations right from the device model and store simulation information without having to import the data for each design modification made [138].

3.4.1 Finite Element Method

Finite element method (FEM) is used as a numerical solving technique. It is necessary to use these solving techniques to comprehensively understand and quantify very complex
mathematics based around any physical phenomena such as wave/signal propagation. These physical phenomena based around time and space dependent problems are expressed in terms of partial differential equations (PDEs). Typically, PDEs cannot be solved with traditional analytical methods and instead use approximations of these equations. This is commonly achieved through discretization which is the method of taking continuous data and making it individually distinct or discrete, with a finite element. So, the FEM is used to solve these approximated PDEs [139-141].

Discretization is done by creating a 3D mesh – that is creating a finite number of discrete elements (cells) within a numerical domain [141,142]. In figure 41 there is an example of a 3D mesh analysis created for a RF switch with a capacitive shunt.
3.4.2 Finite Element Analysis

The direct practical application of this analysis to a specific field and physical phenomena is known as finite element analysis (FEA). FEA is a computational process that is used in programs like HFWorks. These software’s use mesh generations over a domain to create smaller and more simplistic discrete elements to solve. Typically, these software’s have an FEM algorithm that can be applied to any unique FEA. For these intricate problems it is most often a complex system with underlying physics principles like wave propagation. FEA’s are a great option for solving problems over complex domains, although the model used in this research is a little more simplistic simulation times can still be long depending on how fine the mesh is. Things like the electric/magnetic field, signal loss, and more change throughout the dielectric. Considering simulations can take 5+ minutes it gives good indicator of how fine the mesh for the domain truly is, regardless of the physical systems geometry. This is important in simulating to know what is occurring at each port of planar transmission lines [139-141].

The simulation process was kept as consistent as possible to avoid any variables besides the material selection. As previously stated, the studies were done with high accuracy and a discrete frequency sweep from 0.01 GHz to 25 GHz with 101 points with a \( \Delta f \) step of 0.34999 GHz. Meshing was done with a moderate mesh control with an approximate global tolerance of 0.25 mm, all displayed in figure 42. The boundary conditions to define each waveguide device were a set of implicit boundary conditions of three to four imperfect electrical conductors (IEC) based on the device configuration. The IECs being the three top plane conductors and the one bottom plane conductor. Next was a signal of 5 V sent through the signal line, and then finally 2 ports one on the front face of the substrate and one on the back face which acted as SPST configuration.
Figure 42. Global mesh tolerance and frequency sweep settings used for s-parameter simulations.

For results a circuits parameter table was added that included s-parameters where $S_{11}$ and $S_{21}$ were selected for return and insertion loss respectively. After the tables were created, the data was then exported as a 2D plot and altered the chart data accordingly.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Design of Coplanar Waveguide in HFWorks

The simulations done in HFWorks using FEA produced the following results to realize the ability of a LC-CNT composite material to improve the electric conductivity and performance of an LC-CNT RF switching device. The first design is a CPW design configuration that will be comparing S-parameter results. The first CPW using an Au signal line compared to a CPW using the LC-CNT (5CB-MWNT) composite material as the signal line. The same S-parameter results are then collected for the CPWG and FG-CPWG configurations. Simulations performed for the following results were done at a frequency band ranging from 100 MHz to 25 GHz which is the approximate limit needed to achieve mmWave frequency signals for the best performance of modern 5G technologies for large scale operation. The tests included simulations for RF switch parameters such as insertion and return loss through S-parameter measurements.

4.1.1 Material Selection in HFWorks

To keep the constraints for the devices the same so there was no difference of effect based on the material used for conductors and substrate, the same material for each device type was used. The choice of material was based on discussion from sections 2.2.2, 2.3.2, and 2.5.2. Si is used as the substrate, and Au is used for the ground conductors for upper and lower planes based on the design configuration. The signal line used Au or SCB-MWNT (LC-CNT) composite for simulation.
Table 7. Silicon material parameters used for device substrate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Permittivity</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>F/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric Loss Tangent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric Strength</td>
<td>3.000E+06</td>
<td>V/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Permeability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Loss Tangent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>W/(cm∙K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Expansion Coefficient</td>
<td>2.490E-06</td>
<td>1/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic Modulus</td>
<td>1.124E+11</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 show the various material parameters that are important in regard to device performance. The most important device parameters are the relative permittivity also called the dielectric constant which determines how well the material will polarize from an applied electric field. These are electrically insulating materials that essentially store charge. The next most important parameters are thermal conductivity and thermal expansion coefficient (TCE). Having a higher heat resistance and ability to perform better as a heatsink while having a very low TCE is great for high power/frequency applications without affecting device performance due to any deformities. The final parameters of importance are elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio which determine the materials deformation (expansion or contraction) when stress or strain is applied. High elastic modulus and low Poisson’s ratio allows the material to resist said deformities.
Table 8 shows the characteristics for the LC-CNT composite material I choose to go with which is a 5CB-MWNT composite. This is the most important material selection choice because it is used in my research to realize an increase in electrical conductivity and RF switch performance. The relative permittivity is really good as a conductor and works well for the region where the RF signal will be switched ON or OFF. This is the resistance to the formation of an electric field within a substance. The electric conductivity is naturally low in LC media however, when MWNT is dispersed into LC media an increase of several orders of magnitude is observed from pure 5CBs naturally low electrical conductivity of $\sim 10^{-9} \, S/cm$. The dielectric strength is the minimum (or maximum for electrically insulating material) applied electric field that results in electrical breakdown. This breakdown can occur in nanoseconds and results in the formation of an electrically conductive path. When this happens the concentration of charge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Permittivity</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>F/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric Loss Tangent</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Conductivity</td>
<td>1.00E-03</td>
<td>S/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric Strength</td>
<td>2.64E+08</td>
<td>V/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Permeability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Loss Tangent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>W/(cm·K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Expansion Coefficient</td>
<td>1.10E-03</td>
<td>1/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic Modulus</td>
<td>1.45E+07</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
carriers in the material increases by several orders of magnitude and it becomes an excellent conductor. This causes an increase in electric field to be realized for the RF device to properly operate, caused by an increase in electrical conductivity which will be shown in section 4.2.2. The thermal conductivity as expected is quite low for a mesophase composite material. The thermal expansion coefficient is higher than most conductors again due to being a mesophase material, however, this is okay because of Si’s excellent TCE matching and both Si’s and Au’s elastic modulus being high the overall structure is not very rigid [130-136].

Table 9. Gold material parameters used for device signal and ground lines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Permittivity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric Loss Tangent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Conductivity</td>
<td>4.10E+07</td>
<td>S/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Permeability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Loss Tangent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>W/(cm·K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Expansion Coefficient</td>
<td>1.44E-05</td>
<td>1/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic Modulus</td>
<td>7.72E+10</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9 shows the various parameters associated with the devices signal and ground planes. The most important parameter of interest is the electrical conductivity. Good electrical conductivity is essential for any RF switch, especially for higher frequency/power applications.
The thermal conductivity and TCE are important as well for the signal and ground lines, as having high heat resistance, and good heat sink properties is important for the longevity of a RF switching device. Lastly is the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio which also hold the same importance as the substrate material properties because again longevity, repeatability, and reversability are very important to RF switch performance.

4.1.2 Coplanar Waveguide Design Types

The CPW design is one of the most essential parts for the RF switch’s performance. To understand the importance of the various design types for waveguides, the effect of the geometry on return and insertin loss was considered. For this work there are three main configurations starting with the coplanar waveguide with ‘infinite’ ground planes design structure.

![Diagram of CPW configuration](image)

Figure 43. Shows the design structure of the standard simulated CPW configuration with typical dimensions used in this work. ‘$W_{sc}/W_{gc}$, $l$, and $t_c$’ includes length, width and thickness of the signal and ground conductors respectively. ‘$h$’ is the height of the substrate, and ‘$w_{gap}$’ is the width of gaps between substrates.
In figure 43 the important dimensions that make up a CPW design are the total length of the device $l$, the width of the ground conductors $w_{gc}$, the width of the signal line conductor $w_{sc}$, the width of the gaps between conductors $w_{gap}$, the height of the substrate $h$, and the thickness of any conductors/ground planes $t_c$.

The second configuration type that was simulated in this research is the CPWG design shown below in figure 44.

![Design structure of the simulated CPWG configuration with the same dimensions as the standard CPW and FG-CPWG devices.](image)

Figure 44. Shows the design structure of the simulated CPWG configuration with the same dimensions as the standard CPW and FG-CPWG devices. This includes the length, width, and thickness of the conductors (top and bottom plane). Width of gaps between conductors, and height of substrate.

The design in figure 44 has the same dimensions as shown in figure 43 including the thickness of ground planes. In this design, the thickness of the lower ground plane is the same thickness as all upper ground plane conductors. The third and final configuration type that was simulated in this research is the FG-CPWG shown in figure 45.
Figure 45. Shows the design structure of the simulated FG-CPWG configuration without vias with different gap and top plane ground conductor widths compared to the CPW and CPWG configurations – dimensions are otherwise the same. This includes the length, and thickness of the conductors (top and bottom plane), and the height of substrate.

The design configuration in figure 45 uses finite ground planes on the top of the device. As discussed in section 2.3.1 the upper finite ground planes and lower ground plane offer several advantages to a RF waveguide to improve device performance. The results showing the FEA data from each design type will be shown in detail in section 4.2.

4.1.3 Coplanar Waveguide Design Dimensions

Using the dimensioning from figure 45 the standard CPW and CPWG structures with theoretically ‘infinite’ ground planes both have the same dimensions. The conductors are the same length and height (length of substrate/device). The substrate of the device has a length, width, and thickness of 1000 μm, 125 μm, and 25 μm respectively. The ground conductor’s width and height are 35 μm and 70 μm respectively. The signal line width is approximately 26 μm. The width of gaps between conductors are approximately 15 μm. This creates a device that
has an area of approximately 125000 μm², with a LC-CNT cell that is approximately 26 μm by 50μm. These dimensions were chosen to maintain the infinite ground plane principle by keeping the ground conductor widths larger than the width of signal line and gaps between conductors.

The FG-CPWG structure has slightly different dimensions as mentioned in figure 47. The conductors are all the same length and height (length of substrate/device). The substrate of the waveguide devices has a length, width, and thickness of 24670 μm, 2300 μm, and 400 μm respectively. The top plane ground conductor’s width and height are 450 μm and 20 μm respectively. The bottom plane ground conductor’s width is the same as the substrate/device width, and the thickness is the same as all top plane conductors. The signal line width is 400 μm. The width of gaps between conductors are 500 μm. Finally, the total area of the device is approximately 5.67x10⁷ μm². These dimensions were chosen to maintain the finite ground plane principle which keeps the top plane conductors all approximately the same width and the gaps between conductors must be larger than conductor widths. This general geometry allows for an FG-CPWG that avoids too much path loss increase while having good thermal management. As discussed previously there are an infinite number of geometries that can result in the same line impedances and various desired characteristics. The approximations on all feature dimensions for both the CPW and FG-CPWG structures have a ±0.5 μm tolerance.

4.2 HFWorks RF Finite Element Analysis

FEA was performed for all types of waveguide devices which includes a CPW, CPWG, and FG-CPWG. The simulation uses high accuracy approximation with a linear and discrete frequency sweep from approximately 0-25 GHz with 101 points of data with a Δf step of 0.34999 GHz. Simulations were done for approximately the same mesh size as follows:
Table 10. General mesh characteristics for waveguide devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh Density</th>
<th>Global Mesh Tolerance Size (mm)</th>
<th>Mesh Control Global Element Size (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>&gt; 0.516 (Tolerance)</td>
<td>~1.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>0.5162 (Tolerance)</td>
<td>0.5162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>0.2513 (Tolerance)</td>
<td>0.2513</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10 was the general mesh control parameters that each of the three device types followed. A coarse mesh is defined by anywhere the simulation produced inconsistent results and moderate was the threshold between coarse and fine densities. A fine mesh density provided the most accurate and consistent results. The mesh control was a large factor in determining the simulation time for each device. An analysis of exactly how fine the mesh needed to be for the most accurate results are shown in figure 46.
Figure 46. Shows the global mesh tolerance size versus electric field values to find the value where measurements remain consistent to avoid any errors due to too coarse of a mesh.

In figure 46 it is shown that the values for measurements are most consistent at a global mesh size of approximately 0.25 mm or smaller. Between 0.5-0.25 mm is the transition threshold between coarse and fine mesh’s also called moderate density. Everything greater than 0.5 was a coarse mesh and would produce the most inaccurate simulation results. The reason this work opted to stay around 0.25 mm global mesh size was because as the global mesh size gets smaller the simulation time increases exponentially. Once the exact global mesh tolerance was determined the mesh control was applied in the gaps between the conductors and the mesh was generated creating a fine mesh for the various CPW configurations as shown in figure 47.
4.2.1 S-Parameters

In this section the results and performance of each of the three devices will be shown. Each device type will have data for the return and insertion loss for the standard device configurations and the configurations with 5CB-MWNT (LC-CNT) composite as the signal line. All of the device’s operating frequency bands are from approximately 0 to 25 GHz. This is the acceptable and optimal range for 5G applications that range from RF to mmWave frequencies. The purpose of these results is to look for an increase in return loss value from the standard to LC-CNT device. As discussed in section 2.2.1 a larger ‘negative’ dB value is preferred for return loss (i.e., -20 dB is better than -10 dB), as this means there is less power reflection leading to a more efficient device. For insertion loss, a lower ‘negative’ dB value is preferred (i.e., closer to 0 dB). An insertion loss value of 0 dB is most ideal to achieve the lowest signal loss during transmission. For the data shown below the peaks represent the local maximum points for each set of data. The local minimums are NULLs and represent discontinuities and noise in the signal.
The s-parameter results for return loss for the CPW with the Au signal line and CPW with the 5CB-MWNT signal line are shown below in figure 48 for comparison.

Figure 48. Comparison of return loss for standard Au signal line device and 5CB-MWNT signal line device. S-parameters simulated for CPW configuration.

**CPW Return Loss Results**

In figure 48 the return loss between the two devices shows a significant improvement most noticeably from the 0-15 GHz range. When comparing the peaks of the device using the Au signal line, we can see the peaks show a value of approximately -7.5 dB consistently from roughly 3-17.5 GHz. In that same frequency range, for the device with the LC-CNT signal line we can see the peak starting around -12.5 dB at 3 GHz decreasing further to -16 dB around 5 GHz and increasing approximately every 2.5 GHz by about 2 dB until roughly 17.5 GHz where it
reaches roughly -9 dB. For the LC-CNT signal line device, from 22.5-25 GHz this is where we can see the return loss increase by about 5 dB when comparing the peaks to the Au signal line device. However, this slight increase here does not change the excellent overall improvement in return loss across the majority of the frequency range.

The following insertion loss s-parameter result comparisons for the CPW device type are shown below in figure 49.

![CPW Device Insertion Loss Comparison](image)

**Figure 49.** Comparison of insertion loss for standard Au signal line device and 5CB-MWNT signal line device. S-parameters simulated for CPW configuration.

**CPW Insertion Loss Results**

In figure 49 the insertion loss between the two devices shows a significant overall improvement most noticeably from the 0-17.5 GHz range. When comparing the peaks of the device using the Au signal line to the device using the LC-CNT signal line, it can be seen that the
peak value is relatively the same. However, with the Au signal line there are massive inconsistencies with much more noise. The overall consistency and little to no noise seen in the 5-17.5 GHz range shows the device having more consistent and lower overall insertion loss.

The following return loss s-parameter result comparisons for the CPWG device type are shown below in figure 50.

![CPWG Device Return Loss Comparison](image)

Figure 50. Comparison of return loss for standard Au signal line device and 5CB-MWNT signal line device. S-parameters simulated for CPWG configuration.

**CPWG Return Loss Results**

In figure 50 the return loss shows little to no overall change in dB across the entire frequency range. The peak values are essentially the same at every peak shown in the data. However, this result is also ideal because it shows that using the LC-CNT composite as a
switching mechanism doesn’t reduce the performance of the device by increasing return loss. This means that device reliability can still be improved without loss of actual device performance.

The following insertion loss s-parameter result comparisons for the CPWG device type are shown below in figure 51.

**CPWG Device Insertion Loss Comparison**

Figure 51. Comparison of insertion loss for standard Au signal line device and 5CB-MWNT signal line device. S-parameters simulated for CPWG configuration.

**CPWG Insertion Loss Results**

For the insertion loss shown in figure 51 there is a noticeable slight increase in insertion loss most notably from approximately 10-25 GHz. For example, around 14 GHz we can see this shift in dB as a roughly 2 dB increase in insertion loss from the Au signal line device to the LC-CNT signal line device. However, this slight 2 dB shift across a little more than half the frequency
range is still acceptable. The overall difference in insertion loss between the two devices is not large. This means that again, overall performance is not greatly affected for using the LC-CNT switching mechanism, meaning for increased device reliability, there is little tradeoff in the form of insertion loss for the CPWG configuration.

The following return loss s-parameter result comparisons for the FG-CPWG device type are shown below in figure 52.

![FG-CPWG Device Return Loss Comparison](image)

**Figure 52.** Comparison of return loss for standard Au signal line device and 5CB-MWNT signal line device. S-parameters simulated for FG-CPWG configuration.

**FG-CPWG Return Loss Results**

In figure 52 similar to the CPWG configuration there is little to no change in overall return loss value across the entire frequency range. The most noticeable change is at peaks
around 7, 9, and 12.5 GHz where the return loss value is larger for the LC-CNT signal line by around 5-10 dB. This shows only a very slight decrease in return loss at these few peaks, meaning overall device performance was relatively the same for return loss. Again, this shows that with similar device performance, return loss wise, the tradeoff for increased device reliability is worthwhile.

The following insertion loss s-parameter result comparisons for the FG-CPWG device type are shown below in figure 53.

![FG-CPWG Device Insertion Loss Comparison](image)

Figure 53. Comparison of insertion loss for standard Au signal line device and 5CB-MWNT signal line device. S-parameters simulated for FG-CPWG configuration.
FG-CPWG Insertion Loss Results

In figure 53 the insertion loss essentially no decrease in performance across the entire frequency range. There is a slight 1 dB shift increase in insertion loss from around 10-25 GHz. However, as previously noted a very slight 1 dB shift is negligible when using the LC-CNT switching mechanism because of the tradeoff between increased device reliability.

The following return and insertion loss data are from the OFF state using the CPW device configuration that showed the best results between the Au and LC-CNT line devices. The OFF state uses the LC molecules parameters from their perpendicular state as shown in table 6. First the return loss data for the CPW configuration in the OFF state will be shown with comparison between the Au signal line and LC-CNT signal line devices.

Figure 54. Comparison of return loss for standard Au signal line device and 5CB-MWNT signal line device in OFF state. S-parameters simulated for CPW configuration.
**CPW OFF State Return Loss Results**

From figure 54 it can be seen that the results are identical to the CPW ON state results shown in figure 48. This is due to limitations in the software that I will discuss in section 4.2.5 below.

Next is the insertion loss data for the CPW configuration in the OFF state, which is shown below in figure 55 with comparison between the Au signal line and LC-CNT signal line devices.

![CPW OFF State Device Insertion Loss Comparison](image)

Figure 55. Comparison of insertion loss for standard Au signal line device and 5CB-MWNT signal line device in OFF state. S-parameters simulated for CPW configuration.
CPW OFF State Insertion Loss Results

From figure 55 it can be seen that there is essentially no improvement of insertion loss between the two devices, with the exception of the device using the Au signal line having slightly more noise. The peaks of each of the device’s data of the insertion loss value across the entire frequency range is consistent around 0-1 dB.

4.2.4 Design Comparisons

The devices tested had the signal line material altered between Au and the 5CB-MWNT composite to measure changes in device performance. The entire signal line was either Au or 5CB-MWNT for these simulations. Ideally, there would be a cell roughly 25% of the total conductor length in the center of the signal line with the 5CB-MWNT composite as the switching mechanism controlling the transmission of the signal and the rest of the signal line would be Au. In practice and simulation there would be noticeably more signal losses with the signal conductor being entirely 5CB-MWNT. Within the simulation there were fairly large conductor and dielectric losses due to the LC media having larger loss tangents as shown in table 11 below.
Table 11. Average device losses for Au and 5CB-MWNT signal lines. Signal lines were entirely Au or 5CB-MWNT due to simulation constraints discussed in 4.2.5. Overall, the total losses were fairly high between both materials. Enough to contribute to the larger insertion loss results for the antenna study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Dielectric Loss</th>
<th></th>
<th>Conductor Loss</th>
<th></th>
<th>Total Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>5CB-MWNT</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>5CB-MWNT</td>
<td>Au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>4.058E+01</td>
<td>5.635E-04</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>5.635E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>6.671E-04</td>
<td>7.714E-04</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>7.714E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>3.756E-04</td>
<td>1.683E-03</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>1.683E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>4.467E-04</td>
<td>2.597E-03</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>2.597E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>5.206E-04</td>
<td>5.068E-03</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>5.068E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>7.416E-04</td>
<td>5.173E-03</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>5.173E-03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear that the tradeoff from going from a traditional RF switch with Au signal line to a LC-CNT signal line switching mechanism is excellent. Since the results show overall improvement or overall performance staying consistent, for return and insertion loss between the two different signal line devices, it lends proof to the LC-CNT switching mechanism performing better overall. This means that ideally you would only benefit from using the LC-CNT switching mechanism as there is no tradeoff for device reliability based on device performance.

It is clear from the results that the CPW configuration is the most ideal configuration for best device performance when comparing the Au signal line to the LC-CNT signal line. The FG-CPWG configuration was the next best performing configuration. With the CPWG configuration being last in performance by a small margin. This follows expectations given the limitations for simulating and not being able to achieve the most ideal FG-CPWG structure and geometry we desired.
The key to allowing for the LC switch to operate successfully is avoiding the irreversibility effects caused by the electro-optic memory effect. This is done with mixing concentration, threshold voltage, and sample temperature. This information was previously discussed in section 2.1.2 that the LC molecules operate properly in a ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ state given that there is a proper concentration of the LC mixture used (>0.05 wt. %) to avoid the electro-optic memory effect. A proper threshold voltage of ≥5 V, and finally, a proper temperature range (56-64 °C) will decrease the memory effect. Selecting these proper criteria is what will enable the LC molecules to properly follow their parallel and perpendicular switching states that would enable the device to properly turn ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ again for millions of cycles.

4.2.5 Simulation Limitations

The limitations presented by Solidworks and the RF simulation addon HFWorks, were the limited design choices, which is consistent across any simulation software. The main limitation I faced in this research was the design choice for the waveguide device. HFWorks presented a strong selection of devices to do RF simulations with. Using their MiniAtlass creation tool they provide the user with fairly good customizability. However, there were limited options, if any, to alter the device after creation. The assembly was unable to be altered via adding a sketch and extruding or reshaping parts in anyway. In regard to the work presented in this research being unable to add vias made two of the device types in this research unable to realize their full potential in practice. After discussion with a representative and researcher for HFWorks this feature, or limitation was most likely intentional to avoid rendering the device from being unable to be fully integrated and simulated within HFWorks creation tool. This limitation also applies to making the LC-CNT composite only roughly 25% of the signal line instead of the entire conductor. The software was unable to change individual sections of the
Another limitation included being unable to fully characterize the RF switch. This meant that certain parameters could not be fully measured, such as switching speeds, power consumption, repeatability, or operating lifetime. All these constraints contribute the reason for creating high conductor losses and dielectric losses.

Additionally, simulations regarding measurements with the LC media in the perpendicular (OFF) state included are not as accurate as the parallel (ON) state measurements. As the OFF-state measurements would consider the device not to be functional when there is no voltage applied, leaving the device inoperable. As shown in section 3.3 in Table 6, there is a value for both OFF and ON states that only varies very slightly with permittivity as 5CB does not have different loss values based on the state it’s in. However, this is not applicable as the device will not operate with no voltage applied. The limitations presented by the simulation software would not allow us to measure if any signal is propagating when the device is OFF, as voltage cannot be set below 1 V and ‘running’ the simulation is considering the device to be turned on. Therefore using 1 V and only slightly changing the permittivity causes almost identical results to the device being in the parallel (ON) state. Ideally, LC media are not perfectly aligned perpendicular to the external field as LC molecules orient themselves randomly without an applied electric field. This would cause an extremely minimal amount of conductivity as some LC molecules would be randomly aligned slightly parallel even when OFF. Again, this effect could not be measured with this software and Table 6 is only given to show the material parameters for when there is no applied electric field for 5CB (which is only a very slight change). If the LC media chosen had a range of permittivity’s such as liquid crystal type BL006 as shown in Table 6, then simulations could be run for those values. Exploration into these various LC media is briefly discussed in chapter 5 under the future works section.
V. CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary

A LC-CNT composite material was investigated for creating a novel RF LC-CNT switching device and the various telecommunication applications this device could apply to. It was found that changing the geometry of the device i.e., conductor and gap widths, or device structure was able to alter RF and antenna characteristics. It was discovered that changing the signal conductor material to the LC-CNT composite: 5CB-MWNT would increase the electrical conductivity of an RF waveguide device. The consistent improvement of return and insertion loss when comparing the 5CB-MWNT conductor device to the standard Au signal conductor shows that LC-CNT composites can modulate the electro-optic effect for RF switching extremely well. For this device the 5CB-MWNT composite was found to have excellent electrical conductivity modulation due to its relative permittivity and dielectric strength being a good mixture for an excellent conductor. The main challenges faced in this research were finding a proper LC media and CNT chiral dopant and creating the most ideal device configuration with the given limitations. Beside increased general RF switch performance improvements, an effective RF switch is needed in telecommunication systems with the ever-increasing demand for high performance 5G systems being integrated. High data rate transmission speeds and volume are the key factors for a 5G system. This device can also be used as the base device for a phase tunable array to improve 5G coverage more cheaply and compactly. Currently, 5G systems use multiple antennas to combat the limited transmission range in both distance and phase. Meaning 5G telecommunication systems are costly and take up a great deal of space to provide coverage to urban and rural areas.
5.2 Future Works

To fabricate and test a RF LC-CNT switching device using MEMS fabrication process. Also to further characterize and optimize RF waveguides presented in this research and look into other LC media and CNT chiral dopants to be utilized as the switching mechanism. Various device geometries should be investigated to ascertain the most ideal range of values for the waveguides dimensions. Adding vias to the CPWG or FG-CPWG configuration would in practice produce a device with excellent return and insertion loss and antenna directivity and gain results along with the most ideal waveguide dimensions. In practice without grounding the top and bottom planes with vias there would be EMF leakage that is no longer contained between the top and bottom ground planes and would leak out to the sides of the device. The thermal dissipation would also be much more effective because of the electrical short and dissipating the heat directly through the bottom ground conductor. It would also increase the mechanical strength of the device by adding rigidity throughout the top and bottom of the device. As mentioned virtually all commercial RF simulation software will have similar limitations. In practice after investigating an ideal device geometry, a RF waveguide device should be fabricated to test for the full device characteristics mentioned in 3.2.1.

This type of device fabrication presents a high level of complexity making a working proto-type design difficult to achieve for in-lab and research uses. Work on improving telecommunication systems through LC-CNT composites in RF LC switching devices requires many devices with varying dimensions and materials to be tested, which can make this research very costly and time consuming. Waveguides have an infinite number of possible geometries and characterizations, so it is hard with limited time and resources to theorize the most ideal RF switch and antenna structure using a CPW device configuration.


